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1.  INTRODUCTION1

The slow decay of naturally occurring radioactive elements in the

' earth's crust ·has ticked off the seconds with unalterable precision since

the earth was born.  Thus by measuring the amount of the elements' decay

we can determine the age of the material of which they are a part.

More than a dozen long-lived natural radioisotopes have been dis-

covered.  However, we are interested only in the uranium, actino-uranium

and thorium series in this study.  Table 1 shows the members and the trans-

formation of ·these three series.

In undisturbed samples of very old materials the members of these

three radioactive series will be in secularequilibrium. However, the loss

or gain, by natural processes, of the parent or daughter elements in the

material causes disequilibria within the decay series. Normally such

natural processes are slow and consequently disruptioh of equilibrium in

the radioactive families will be noticeable only if the separation or

enrichment processes involve nuclides with rela.ti.vely long half-lives.
79

The disequilibria that one may expect to observe in the three nat-

urally occurring radioactive families usually arise because of gain or

loss of one or more of the following nuclides (half-lives given in paren-

theses):

1This'dissertation was prepared under the direction of Professor

Herbert A. Potratz.

3,



Table I

Uranium, Actino- uranium and Thorium Decay Series
238 234 235

U         U                          U'/
234 1 Pa 2311.pa                                 *

234       230                     ' 231       227Th        Th                        Th        Th'1
227 1414 226 223

Ra 1   Ra
1 /'
Fr

223

r                                                                           I222 219
Rn                                 Rn

9                                               215
218                                  PO

po 214 210
PO PO                                      .211/        1 ,81214 210 211 207Bi               Bi                                  pb              Pb

I '. . ,
214 210 206

Pb        Pb         Pb                   -
T1
207

232 228Th /,Th
1-A,Z'.1228 224
Ra       Ra

220
Rn

Po        Po216 212

*
|    81<2:2

* 212 |        'pb  1 'pb208

T1
208

-2-
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1.  Uranium series

U238(4.5'x  109  y.),  U234(2.48  x  105 Y.). Th230 (75,200  y.),

Ra226(1,620 y.), Pb.210(22 y.), po210(138 days).

2.  Actino-uranium series

U235 (7.1  x  108Y.)   Pa231 (3.4 x. 104 y.), Ac227 (22 y.).

3. Thorium series

Th232(1.4 x 1010 y.), Ra228(6.7 Y·), Th228(1.9 y.)

The other short-,lived .daughter elements are expected to be in equil-

ibriumwith their long-lived-parents.

When·uranium is incorporated into a marine carbonate without· its

following products, the. increase of the daughter elements can be used for -

age determination if there is. no gain.or loss of uranium and the daughter

elements. The first attempt· to date·carbonates ·by this method was made

on marine corals by Barnes, Lang·and Potratz, who found that coral lime-

stone cuttings taken .over the first two hundred feet in drillingson

Elugelab 9sland in the.Eniwetock Atoll exhibited an irregular increase of

ionium to uranium·with increasing depth which presumably was a direct con-

sequence of the Th230 to· U238 disequil·ibrium'in the ocean water.2

This discovery gave rise to the possibility of determining absolute

age for marine carbonates· in the range from.-approximately-·5,000 years B. P.

to 300„000 years  Bo. P...,....partially filling the. gap between  the C and the14

U-Pb, K-Ar, and Rb-S.r methods of dating.* In.·1958 Sackett published

Th  /U   ratios for coral limestone cuttings from Parry Island, Eniwetok230  2.38

2 J.   W.   Barnes,   E.   J.   Lang  and  ·H.  :A. Pot.rat:z, Science,   124.   175
(·1956).

*B. P. is the abbreviated form of Before Present.
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Atoll and for other calcium carbonate materials.

Three basic conditions must be fulfilled for the Th230-U238 dating

method to be valid.. (1) The original marine-deposited calcium carbonate

must contain a measurable amount of uranium; (2) it must be initially

free of Th230 or· conta.i.n this nuclide at a low and predictable concentration;

and (3) the .specimen must, during aging, behave as a closed system

Blanchard made an intensive study on thirty modern marine mollusks

from fourteen geographic locations and on corals and ancient shells from

a number of well defined marine horizons,  He also set up seVeral criteria

by which one could select samples which would probably yield:·rel iable

Th230/U238 dges., Where these·criteria were fulfilled, the ages corres-

ponded rather well with age estimates based on stratigraphic considerations

or C14 analyses.4

From the work of Sackett and Blanchard, the following conclusions

were made s                                         -

(1)  Marine calcium carbonates were found to contai.n uranium in a

measurable quantity.  The amount present was usually in the range 0.1 to

5 ppm,  This sati.sfies the first condition for dating calcium carbonates

230 ..238b9 the Th -u method. Both Blanchard and Broecker. reported that

4,5
l.iving marine mollusks have less uranium then their fossil counterparts.

Two possible·explanations were given fot this difference,. Either the oceans

3W.. M. Sackett, PhD Thesis, Washington University·:. St.  Louis, Mo, (1958)
4
R> L. Blanchard, PhD Thesis, Washington University, St, Louis, Mo.

(1963) .
5W, S.. Br ker, J. Geophys. Res. 68, 2817 (1963).

L
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contained··more··uranium·-during the years these fossil shells· were· developing,

or all of the fossil shells were contaminated witb uranium after the organism's

death and· deposition.

(2)  The ini·tial· Th230 concentra€ion was very nearly..zero,  This

satisfies the second condition specified above.

(3)     Whe ther ·or   not a marine carbonate ful fills the third condition,

the closed. system condition, was·uncertain.

Blanchard has shown that ages based-on Th230/U238 :in a number of

well.pre·served.fossil·.marine mollusk specimens-·are in·agreement with age

estimates·of, those specimens based on stratigraphic considerations.  ·How-

ever,· the agreement-between the Th230-/8*38.-and·-the ·st:ratigtaphmt age·can

not be taken as good -evidencet that the age· obtained· is correct. Additional

ev i.dence.must: be:sought.to· support·-the assumption   that cl osed:.system

conditions have prevailed in the specimen since the time of itS depos.ition.

The. first-purpose· of the work reported  in this thesis was to seek

addi.tional criteria·which may· .be..appli·ed to fossil .marine mollusks as

tests,of,.closed system conditions. . The..second.,:pu:r:pose.:was.to:apply these

criteria:to·two -ser-ies of-well preserved fossil marine mollusks.

A,series of ·s,tratigraphically equivalent samples from-mar,ine ,terraces
was

on the Califernia cea s·t·we#e chosen·for   part   of this· investigation.        It

is   assumed that these specimens were deposited   at   a time ·in.,the   past  ·whe n

the sea,steod .approx·imately.·100 feet above ·its present-·level..6  -  A.-second

series of samp,l.es- came from· Russia. They·were. collected from, deposits

associated with·Anzhu 11·transgression, the Karginian transgression,. the

Kazantsevian transgression and the Sanchugovian transgressien·wi.th estimated

6W. C. Bradley, Bull. Geol. Soc- Amer., AZ, 675 (1956)
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geologic ages of 22-45,000 years B. P., 22-45,000 years B, P., 70-

100,000 years B. P., and 110-180,000 years Bo P. respectively.7

-

.
·7 personal communication from V. A« Zubakov to Thor Karlstrom,

U. S. Geological Survey.
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11. THEORY OF URANIUM DECAY SERIES METHODS FOR

DATING MARONE MOLLUSCAN SHELLS

1.  GENERAL GROWTH AND DECAY EQUATION

 2
In   a radioactive series     Nl--3.'    N2-N3 - 1- NLI   ...

 1     --    -AiN  1                                              a n d                                                   N)       =     N 1      e      -Al   t
dt

0

whe re  Nl   is the number of.unchanged atoms  of  Nl   at  time  t,  Nl   is  the

.number .present at t=0·and Al  is a decay constant characteristic of the

species·Nl• -The second species is formed at the rate at which the first

decays, 7\iN1 '  and. i.t.self decays at the rate X2N2 :  Thus,
dN .

2 =/\,1 Nl - 7\2N2
dt

0
This linear different.ial equat·ion is solved with.the condition N2 = N2

-at t=0, and·we obtain the solution for N2.

N 2    =               A  1            N      (    e- Ait                -           e- p i t               )        +       1'102   e-  3 2 t

12- Al
N3 may be found by..so.1.v.i ng the new differential equation:

d Nq

-d:.= A 2N2    -     7\3N3
dt

The solution for Nn with n23 are more complicated.  Bateman8 has given

I solution for a series of n members with the special .assumption that at t=0

the.parent substance alone is present, that is, N3 =.N  =...= N = 0.

This solution is,

-Alt Ant
Nn = Cle . +Cne

31 X2 · An-1 'v
Cl  = - Ni   

, (0 2  -  3 1)     C    X 3    -    X i) . . . . . (A n  -   A l)

8H. Bateman, Proc. Cambridge· Phil. Soc., 11, 423 (1910)

6
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(2
- 3, 31.-.

.

. ..7\0-1    · . N  , etc.

C 1,   7\2 )(A  - Pi)... CAn - X2 )

If we do requ.irp a solution to the more general case with N , N3-...

No 0 0, we may construct it as follows.. Add to the Bateman solution for

Nn in an·n-membered series, a Bateman solution for Nh in an (n-1)

--membe red series with substance 2 as·the.parent, and, therefore,   N2  =  N 

at  ·t=0.     Next  add a Bateman solution  for.:Nn   in an (n-'2)-membe red series,

and so on.

230  234
2.  Th   /U    METHOD*

This method as has already been pointed out is based on the assum-

ptions·that,.the initi.al·Th230 activity is·equal to zero, that U238 and

U234 at time zero are in secular equilibrium, and that the sample. a-cts 
as

a closed system with·respdc.t to.therium and uranium. From these assumptions

it Pollows that                                                   
  238 X *Wt -  7  7,130 t

NTh230 = NU238    -   , 7 (e'u    -e      )
A Th    7\ 418

7\ u 138    t

S ince    Pu'38 <<  n,and    N8238   +   Nw.238.
e ·and since fer.time interval

230

under consideration .t<<·1/ 3 u*38 the equation may be approximated as follows:

7\ u.,8 -A Thgo t

NTh23O = NU238
(1-e        )

7\ Th" 

which gi.ves the formula,

t,= -
1 ln (1- ATh230  .)

7\ Th230 AU238

However, Cherdyntsev and.his. co-workers9 discovered radioactive dis-

equillbrium. in.nat.u e between U234 -and.its parent U2.38. Thurberlo confirmed

this. anomaly and shewed·that dissolved uranium in sea water is enriched

in U234 activity·by .15· percent over that of its parent U238.
  These

* The method is also frequent'ly called the Th230 growth or the    '

Th230/U238  method.

9 V. V. Cherdyntsev,I P. 1. Chalov and G. Z. Khaidarox, Izu.
Akad. Nauk SSSR. Moscow, P. 175 (1955)

10 D. L. Thurber, ·J. Geophys. Res. &1, 4518 (1962) .
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disc8veries not only required a revision of previous age estimates but
.

alsofopened the possibility of an independent' ege method based on the

decay of the excess U234»

230
Bearing in-mind ·that the Th activity arises from the growth to-

ward equilibrium.with·U238.and i·ts equilibrium amount of U234 and the growth

toward transient equilibrium with the excess U234 we,write

ATh230  =    (1  -  e- ATh,io  t)"Au238  

+   (R - 1) Au238 Ixn,*30   (e - All.,3,1.t - e- ATha,O t)  
AT'pe -  3 u:'4

and ATh230 =   1-e -  3 Th"O t 1       1'

J. L(R  - 1)   ,-6.3'    (e- Pu.:,+ t -e- APeet )  
AU238             -                                                                   7\ Th*N  -  P u"+

whepe R is the initial activity ratio of U234 to U238.  Substituting the

values 2.79 x 10-6 year-1"and 9.21 x 10-6 year:.1 for the decay constants

Lof U234 and Th230 respectively, the equation becomes,

ATh230 -9.21 x 10-6t t.

-2.79 x 10-6t -. e-9.21 x 10-Bt)

AU238

-1-e +11.43)     (R   -    1)     (e

Table 2 lists data for ATh230/Ab238 versus time for various values of R

where initial ATh230 is zero.
1 ,   Since Th230 is the immediate decay Areduct of U234, the age may be

expressed in terms of ATh230/Au234.  To calculate the Th230/U234 age

on the basis of A8234/A8238 0 ·1.00, the following relationship may be used.

ATh230 AU238 (1  - e- AThvot)C..======'='- I. U*=     m-r-- -,C=C> 

AU234 AU234

A..238
7\Te,0   .(e - AU*,4 t+  --U         (R  - 1) -e

-    7\ Thz, o   t)

AU234 A Te"  -    7\ u'M

· Since AU238 (see U234/U238 method described

Au-234 =.1..+  (R- .1  1 ) --7\U-*,+
-t

later),

:                  the·equation becomes

_  7\ Thz' 0  1
A Thao ·1· -  e            --       R  - 1

7\Th,10       (e- 34*t-   e-7'0"t )=

Aua,+     1 + (R- 1) e-30*'*t 1  + (R - 1) e -Au"t ·C.  7\Th230 - A u:,4
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Table 3 lists data for ATh230/AU234 vs. time for various values of R where

initial ATh230 is zere.

In applying.this equation we use as R the ratio AU234/AU238 in present

day sea water and living·marine organisms. Analyses by.Thurber, Gold-

berg, :Blanchard, Osmend and others,give values of, R in the range 1..,07 to

11-16
1.27,

Osmond et al,·applied this method to date corals from the Pleis-

tocene-Key.Large limestone (a fossil coral·reef) and Pleistocene Miami

oolites.17

230  234The Th /U· ·methed of dating corals and eolites has been evalu-

ated in detagi 1 for rel iabil ity and·various criteria·have been established

18by Thurber-et al. . The methed was found te give apparently reliable
  19results to abeut 200,000 years B.r,

Fanale and Schaeffer made. a cemparison of,He/U ages with the

11 D.   L.   Thurber,    i b i d.
12W. S. Broecker and D. L. Thurber, Science, 149, 58 (1965)

13M. Koide and E. D. Goldberg, Proqre5s in Oceanography, Vol.
3, p. 173 (1965)

14R. L. Blanchard, J. Geophys, Res., 10, 4055 (1965 )

15 J. K. Osmond, J. R Carpenter, and H. L. Windom, J. Geophys.

Res., 12, 1843 (1965 )
16M: H. Cheng, thid thes·is, p.

17.J. K. Osmond, J. R. Carpentei, and H. L. Windsom, 22···Rit.

D. L. Thurber,. W. S. Broecker, R. L. Blanchard and H. A.
Potratz, Science 142, 55 (1965)

19W· S. Broecker and D. L. Thurber, Science 149, 58 (1965)

1
r
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Th230/U234 ages for selected Pleistocene and Tertiary shells and corals

and found that·the ·ages are in good agreement except for those fossils·

for which independent criteria indicate a chemlcally open system. 20

Thurber extended ,the study of this method to marine terraces and-

Pleistocene-beach.format.ions and concluded .that Th230/U234 ages for

· mel·l us·ks--.are..·mere: di,ffi cu.1.t:.to eval.uate. than: those obtained for coral  and

oolite..21 Stearns and Thurb r have determined apparent Th230/U234 ages

of fossil mollusks from the Mediterranean and Moreccan littorals.22 They

believe these apparent ages show sufficient internal consistency and agree-

ment with other estimates of age. to justify further exploration of their

usefulness.

3.  u234/U238 METHOD

This method is based on the decay of the 15% excess U234 activity

238.  To calculate the U234/U238te secular equilibrium with its parent U

age on the basis of A 234/A 238 = 1.15, an equation can be obtained as

follows:
Au'Mt

Puua     (e- 7'u,182  -   e- Au:34 t)   +   Nu 4 e
Nu234    =     Nu='8       7\ u 134 -

7\u.,B

since 3 u238 < <   Au234 and  N8238 = NU238  e Auns  t

the equation may be approximated for·t < <  1/7\uwa as follows:

-

Au23+t - Au*3* t - 7\,,23*t
Au84 = 1-e + Re ,     1     +    (R· -1)  e       .

A u,  S

2OF. P. Female and 0. A... Schaeffer, Science 149, 312 (1965)

21D. L. Thurber, Symposium en Marine Geochemistry, Narragansett

Marine Laboratory, University of Rhode Island, Occasional Publication

No.    3,    1     (1965) . . .

22C.    E.    Stearns   and   D.    L.   Thu·rber, Qua ternaria,   Vi I,    Roma,    29    (1965).
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A  234  :   1  ·    1. , ,  e        ,
U -2.79 x 10-6t= 1 + 0.15 e

AU238

Table 4 lists data for A 234/A 238 as a function of time for.variousUU

values of R.

The U /U method· is based on the following assumptions:234  238

(1 ) AU234/A 238 = 1.15

(2) · The ·sample·has remained a:chemically··closed system.

234  238
Application of the U.» /U method tobthe dating of deep sea

sediments·has ·been investigated by·· Kw.23: It·has been·concluded that the

sedi.ments do not form»a·closed system and that post-depositional migration

of U234.in ,the sedimentary column·takes.place.

The possible usefulness of the U234/U238 method for dating other

materials remains to be demonstrated.

23 T. L. Ku, J., Geophys. Res. 12, 3457 (1965)
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Table 2

Data fof ATh230/AU238 vs. Time for Various Values of R

t                                  ATh230/AU238
(yrs.)

( R = 1.15 ) ( R = 1.20 ) ( R = 1.30 )

0 0.00 0.00 Oo 00

10,000 0.10 0.11 0.11

209000 0.19 0.20 , 0.22

409000 0.35 0.37 0.40

609000 0.48 0.50 0.54

80,000 0.59 0.61 0.66

1009000 0.68 0.70 0.76

1209000 0.75 0.78 0.83

. 1409000 0.81 . 0.84 0.90

1609000 .0.86 0.89 0.95

180,000 0.90 0.93 0.99

200,000 0.93 0.96 1..02

2509000 0.99 1.01 1.07...

3009000 -1.02 1.04 ,1..10

3509000 1.03 1.06 1.10

400,000 1.04 1.06 1.10

4509000 1.04 1.06 1.10

5009000 1.04 1.06                1.10
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Table 3

Data for A  230/A 234 vs. Time for Various Values of RTh    U

t                               ATh230/AU234(yrs 0

(R= 1.15 )* (R =1:20) ( R,= 1.36)

0 0.00 0.00       -      0.00

10,pOO 0.09 0.09 0.09

209000 0.17 0.17 0.17

409000 0.31 0.31 0.31

609.000 0.43 0.43 0.43

809000 0.53 0.53 0.53

100,000 0.61 0.61 0.62

120,000 0.68 0.68 0.69

140,000 0.74 0.74 0.75

160,000 0.78 0.79 0.80

180,000 - 0.-82 - 0.83 0.84       '

200,000 0.-86 0.86 0.87

2509000 0.92 0.92 0.93

3009000 0.95 .0.96 0.97

350,000 0.98 0.98 0.99

4009000 0.99 1.00 1.00

4509000, 1.00               1.00              1.01

500,000 1.00 1.00 1.02

*The graphical representation of these data for R = 1.15 is
given in Figure 1.
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Table 4

Data for.AU234/A 238 vs. Time for Various Values of R

i                                 AU234/AU238
CY.t'8..)

( R = 1.15 )* ( R = 1.20 ) ( R = 1.30 )

0 1.15 1.20 1.30

50,000 1.13 1.17 1.26

100,000 1.11 1.15 1.23

1509000 1.10 1.13 1.20

2009000 1.09 1.11 1.17

2509000 1.07 1.10 1.15

3009000 1.06 1.09 1,13

3509000 1.06 1.08 1.11

400,000 1.05 1.07 1.10

450,000 1.04 1.06 1.09

500'000 1.04 1.05 1.07

'The .giaphieal· representation -of- these  data-fer.,R·;=  1.15  is
given in Figure 1.
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111. ISOTOPOC THORIUM AND URANIUM COMPOSITIONS OF

MODERN AND FOSSIL MARINE MOLLUSCAN SHELLS

1.  INTRODUCTION

The samples analyzed fall into the following categories:·

(1)  A.limestone·standard.·designated as MLS # 1.

(2)  A fossil marine shell sample which shows clear evidence of open

, system conditions. This is,designated as Alas.-F-D-1116.

(3)  ·A se.ries· of well preserved marine shells .from the first marine

terrace en»the Cal·ifornia ceast 'near Santa·Cruz. These samples are desi-

gnated C·al.-·M-1, ··Cal·.-F-,1, ·-etc..,=where. ·"M"·indicates: "modern" and "F"

indicates "fossill'.···The fossil shells in·this series are stratigraphically

equivalent.

(4)       A  -series ef«, well·preserved fossil·marine shells frem Russia designated

USSR-F-1, USSR-F-2, etc. The stratigraphic age estimates on these shells

range .f,rem.  22.,D.00,to-,180-,OGO. years·B.P.

-(5) ·A:samp.le:frem·Gr:eenland.co.Ilected near the seurce ef.sample, 61 Ahp-

.453 .and._61-Al]p=456,:·which B.lanchard had analyzed and..had shown to have

Th230/U234 ages in good.agreement with the estimated age of the geologic

unit from which.they,were-collected.24

The shell samples,were, thoroughly·cleaned,.,as described in Appendix

-1„befere· analyzing. ·Total uranium.-and isotepic thorium and uranium were

determined by:,the,·methods described in Appendix.-ll. Mineralogy ef the

samples.·were·,determined,:by the x-ray. dif.fracti.on:.method given in Appendix

1,11..A·detailed,»descr.i:ption of each·sample is· given··in Appendix IV.

24R. L. Blanchard, Thesis, 02· cit., p. 93.
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2.  OSOTOPIC THORIUM AND URANIUM COMPOSITIONS

In order to check·-the validity of ·the analytical procedure, the

Mississippian limestone standard was analyzed for isotopic thorium and

uranium content. The re·sults·are·given in Table 18 (P'. 83-). These

results show good agredment·,with "those obtained by other workers in this

and other 1.aboratori.es as .can be :seen .from the. table... Blank analyses

on-reagents were··made·but·no·alpha ac.tivi.ty·.was found. The chemical

yields for·.thorium·ana.l·y:ses,·were·:usua·l:ly:.in the: range..of .8.0..to.100 per-

cent.·  For·uranium:.analyses.:the:.yie.lds-:were·· in the-:range of .50 to 90

percent. The results ef .isotopic,thor.ium and uranium.analyses for all

the sample are given in Table 5.                                                      1

V
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' '

Table 5

Isotopic Thorium and Uranium Compositions of Modern

and Fossil Marine Molluscan Shells

Sample AU238 AU234 ATh232 ATh230 ATh228

Designation (d/m/g) (d/M/g) (d/m/g) (d/m/g) (d/m/g)

Cal.-M-1 0.26 0.33 40.002 40.007 40.06
(*0.01) (to.02)

. . . . .  .

Cal.-F-1 1.04 1.31 ' 0..1)18 0.67 0.14

(+0.15) (*0.20) (to.003) )(t0.04) (20.02)

Cal.-F-2 0.10 0.11 0.010 0.052 0.025

(to.01) (1:0.01) (*0.002) (t0.006) ,(*0.004)

Cal.-F-3 1.18 1.49 0.018 0.69 0.093
-

.(20.10) (t.0.13) (t0.002) (+0.04) CIO.007)
.„

Cal.-F-4 0.49 0.56 0.007 0.076 0.033

(+0.04) (t0.06) (20.002)  - (20.009) (tO. 007)

USSR-F-1 0.16 0.29 0.063 /0.45 0.10

(20.01) (20.02) (20:004) 1#0.02) (+O.01)

USSR-F-2 0.10 0.15 0.033 '0.15 0.05

(20.01) (to. 01) (to.004) (%01) (20.01)

USSR-F-3 1.01 1.23 0.074 O  31 : 0.09

(to.09) (to.12) (tO.008) ( 0.03) (00.01)

USSR-F-4 0.23          ... · e.0.26 0.024 0.20 0.025

(to.01) (201 01) (t0.003) (30.02) (t0.003)

USSR-F-5 0.54 0.72 0.059 0.30 0.11

(t0.02) (to: 05) (t0.006) (t0..02) (to.  01)

USSR-F-6 0.26 0.37 . 0.054 0.25 -10:.B,547

(*O.01)        (tp.03)      .  (+0.606). (to.02) (*0.006)

Greenld.-F 0.07 0.09 0.074 0.077 '0..17

-62AMh24 (to .01) (40. gl) (20:004) (to.005) (to'. 01)

Alas.-F- 1.92 4.90 -               -

D-1116 (20.07) (+0.26)

MLS #1 0.73 0,74 0.030 0.76 0.032

(+0.03) (to. 05) (20.006) (20.05)     (*0..006)
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IV.   CRITERIA TO' BE,APPLIED IN EVALUATING RESULTS;  -

For the urani.um decay series-methods of dating molluscan shells

to be valid the specimen,· must during ·aging. behave as. a closed system.

.  25-27
Such a specimen would be expec.ted to meet the following criteria.

1.  State of 'Preservation.  The sample should show no evidence of

recrystallization.

2.  Uranium Content.  The uranium content of the fossil should not

differ .greatly from that of its modern-counterpart.

3.  Thorium-232.Content.. The thorium-232 content of the fossil

should not differ greatly ffom that of its modern counterpart.

4. .Th2'28/.Th232 Activity Ratio. This ratio should be 1.0.

234  238 · ': .5.  u  /U· ·Activity Ratio. This ratio, corrected f6r decay'of:

234 234  238
the excess U   , should fall within the. range of U /U ratios in modern

marihe shells.

6.  Consistency.  Th230/U234 ages should be consistent wit
h                 

stratigraphic data.

25R. L. Blanchard, Thesis, 02. cit.

26D. L. Thurber, W. S. Broecker, R. L. Blanchard, and H. A.
Potratz, Science, 149, 55 (1965)

27C. E..Stearns and D. L. Thurber, 02· cit. .....
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V.  DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

-                                                          1

The results obtained FA this·work·will be discuss#d· in their

, relationship to the criteria 'cited in the foregoing section.:,s While

failure to;meet these criteria can be taken as evidente of open system

conditions it can not beargued that a specimen that satisfies all these

conditions necessarily represents a closed system..

1.  STATE OF PRESERVATION ( MINERALOGY )

The two most important calciom ·carbonate pol,ymorphs composing

marine molluscan shells ·are calcite and aragonite.- Calcite is rhombohedral
1

,
and aragonite, the more dense of the two, is orthorhombic. Under atmos-

pheric conditions, calci:te is thermodyna'mital ly stable with respect to

aragonite. The standard -free energy change of the aragonite to calcite

transition is -237 caler.les per mole. However, certain marine organisms28

precipitate aragenite which remains unaltered for thousands. of years aftdr-

wards. Geolegi.c,-ev.i:dence imp.1.ies that. aragonite  at low tempe rat:ure  and

pressure will remain unaltered for long per.iods of.·time when in contact

with solutions similarto these' from which the aragonite was precipitated

or·when·dry sealed.29  In addition, the ·aragonite to calcite transition

is a. reconstructive phase.-transformation which helps to explain the per-

sistence of the aragonite strOcture. It·has..alspben suggested· that the

++presence of foreign ions, such as Pb++ and Sr , might stabilize aragonite

with"respect to calcite at earth surface conditions:

' In the attempt:to.understand.the basic factors influencing the

2.8Wo M. La:time.r,'<,The Oxidation States of the, Elements.and Their'
               Potentials in Aqueous Solutions, p. 320 (1959)    '

29p. E.. Cloud, Geochfm. et Cosmochim. Acta 26, 867-884 (1962)
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precipitation of calcium carbonate· by marine organisms, investigators

turned to controlled laberatory -experimentation. These·experiments show

that the formation of. ·aragon·itic calcium carbonate is favored by high
++ 30

temperature,-a low concentration·of precipitating· ions, CO-- and Ca
3

h,igh·PH31, and.particularly by the presence 6f divalent cations with an

32-35ionic radius larger than that of calcium ion.

The mineralogy of the· calcium carbonate deposited by a marine

organism is.·not-genetically fixed. Lowenstam noted compositions varying

from 100..percent calcite to 100 percent ·aragonite in the same species,  in

going from. latitudes 590·40'. N.  to·70  19' N.35 An increased temperature

: results. in.a·loss of (02, wi.th,an ·attendant rise._in PH.and a reduction of

bicarbomate: ion, carbenic acid and carbenate ion concentrations.  The

laboratory investigation·mentioned·above indicated that all three of these

effect,· i.·e.,I.increase in·:temperature, increase in pH, and decrease in

carbonate ion .concentration, favor the formation of-the aragonite form of

ca 1 c i u m ca rbona te .

When di-va.lent. ions·.larger than calcium ion.are incorporated into

the crystal lattice the formation of aragonite is  favored.  Thompson and Chow36

3OJ.L.·WIJay···and F.·.Daniels,  J.  Amer.  Chem.  Soc. . fl, 2031-2Q34  (1957)

31E.J.-Zeller.and J. L.·Wr:ay,-Bull. Amer. Ass. Petrol. Geol .
40, 140-152. (1956)

32W. L. Bragg, Atomic Structure of Minerals, p.. 1.14 (1937)

33T. G. Thompson and T. J. Chow, Papers in Marine Biology and
Oceanography,..Suppl... to Vol. 3 of Deep Sea Reasearch, 20.-39 (1955)

34F. Daniels, Geochim. et Cosmochim. Acta 22, 65-74 (1961)

35 H.··A...Lowenstam, ·Proc. Nat. Acad. sci.·40, 39-48 (1954)

36T. G. Thompson and T. J. Chow, 22· cit:
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and Kulp, Turekian and Boyd37 have reported· that aragonitic calcium

carbonate deposited by marine organisms contains many times more strontium

than does organical·ly deposited calcitic calcium carbonate.

The salinity of the 6cean water also appears .to have an effect

in determining the mineralogy of a marine shell. -Lowenstam38 found that
./ I

low salinities tend to raise the aragonitic fraction synthesized and that

fluctuation in composition might be due in part to.fluctuations in salinity.

The.aragonite-calcite ratios of the,modern and fossil shells are

de-termined by. x-ray diffraction analysis. If..the analysis .shows calcite

to be abseht one may conclude that-there has been no recrystallization.

The presence of calcite, however, cannet be taken as proof that re-

cry.stallizati0n has-occurred, because some organisms deposit.a mixture of

calcite and aragenite.The recrystall.i.zation process is likely to lead to

violation of·the closed systerp assumption.

The results of x-ray diffraction analysis are listed in Table 17

CP· 78 ).   In 91 percent of· the samples analyzed, calcite was below the

limit ef detection (1-2% calcite), an ebservatien which we take as evidence

that little or no recrystallization.has occurred'in these samples.

2.  URANIUM CONTENT

For the dating.methods based on.the uranium-decay series to be

useful , the carbonate ·samp.1.es.must centain a measurable amount of uranium.

There-are ·several facters which may influence the uranium content

ef marine. depos.ited caldium carbonates. One factor is the concentrati.on

37J. L. Kulp, K. Turekian and D. N. Boyd, Bull. Geol. Soc. Amer.
61, 701-706 (1952)

38H. S. Lowenstam, 22· ci.t.

1
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of uranium in the ocean waters from which the calcium carbonates have .been

deposited. During the time span for .which the ionium-uranium and uranium-

uranium ratio might be. useful, the uranium concentrat.ion in the ocean has

probably chahged very little. Holland a'nd Kuip.have·estimated .that th6

uranium concentration'·has changed less than 20 percent in 107 year.39

For very old carbonates., other·factors such as the recrystallization of

the calcium carbonate are more impertant in determining their present

40uranium content.·

41The concentration of calcium in ocean water is 0.4 g./1.

Taking·the-concentration of uranium in ocean water as 3.0 x 10-69./1.,

one may calculate the atomic ratio ef U/Ca.to be 1.2..x...10-6.42 Th.is is

appreximately the U/Ca ratie one finds in:living and fossil aragonitic corals

but is much greater than ·the U/Ca ratio in liv.i.ng:mollusks. :This difference

may be related to t.he very perous·nature of coral resulting in a large sur-

face area. If·,the uranium.were ingerporated after the material was deposited

by:the exchange ef..the ionic...specie.s in .the ocean water and,in the solid,

the resulting exchange weuld probably. be. much more rapid. in.a material

such as.coral  than  in.a.very hard and .compact material  such as a shell.

39H· D. Hollarld and J. L. Kulp, Geochim. et cosmochim. Acta 1,

197 (1954)

4OR. L. Blanchard,-Thesis, 02· Fit·

41 K. Rankama and -T. G. Sahama, .Geochemistry, :p. 287 (1950)
' 42M. Nakanishi, Bull. Chem. Soc. Japan·24, 36 (1951)
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Table 6

The Uranium Content of Modern and Fossil Marine Mollusks

Sample . Uranium Sample Uranium

Designation (Ppm) Designation (ppm)

Cal.-M-1 0.35 + 0.01 USSR-F-1 0.22 + 0.01

Cal.-M-3 0.58 + 0.04. USSR-F-2 0.14 i 0.01

Cal.-F-1 1·.41 i.0..20 USSR-F-3 1.37 + 0.12

tal.-F-2 0.13 i 0.01 USSR-F-4 0.31 + 0.01
e...

.

Cal.-F43 1.60 + 0.14 U SSR- F-5 0.74 + 0.03

Cal.-F+4 0.66 + 0.06 USSR-F-6 0.35 f 0.02

Greenld. -F-62AMh24 0.10 + 0.01

'.

Atas.-F-D=1116 2.62 + 0.10

Uranium contentsof the shells are listed in Table 6. Fossil mollusks

Cal:F-1 and Cal.-F-3 contain appreciably more uranium than their con-

temporary.counterparts·Cal.-M-1 and Cal.-M-3.  Both Blanchard44 and Broecker43

reported that fossil mollusks have higher uran.ium concentrations than

living mollusks. This·relationship is..clearly demodstrated by the histogram

in Figure 2 which is obtained.by combining. the results of Broecker,43
46Blanchard,45 Stearns and Thurber,  and the data in Table 6. Two possible

explanations are given for this difference.43,44

Either the ocean contained more uranium during the years these fossil

43W.   S. B rocke r,   02·cit.

44R. L. Blanchard, Thesis, ER. cit.

45R.:L. Blanchard, J. Geophys..Res. 12, 4055 (1965)

46C. E. Stearns and D. L. Thurber, Ee. -cit..
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shells were· developing, contrary to the estimates of Holland and Kulp, or

the excess uranium was added after death of the organism. Stearns

and Thurber commenting on ,the results of Broecker and Blanchard have

pointed out that 50% of the living organism shells that were analyzed con-

tained <0.06 ppm U238, but that fossil shells both within the range of

radiocarbon dating and beyond (>25,000 years B.P.) contained significant

amounts of U238 (65% of The fossil shells tested contained between 0.25

and 2.0 ppm U238) Moreover, fossils less than 20,000 years old do not„

in general contain less U238 than fossils greater than 20,000 years old.

They,conclude, therefore, that·.uranium is·fixed rapidly by some process

such as the degradation of organic material, and that the event dated by

Th230/U234.ratios is close in time to the.·death of the organism.47

Certainly.-the origi,n of the uranium in mellusks. must be better

understood before the usefulness of these materials for inequilibrium

dating can be evaluated.

Another interesting ebservation .frem Table 6'is the relatively

high uranium concentratiens in certain. fossil shells collec.ted from the

Ca.1.i.fornia.Coast,  (Ca.1.-E-1  and.Cal.-F-3),. from.Russia, (USSR-F-3),

and frem Alaska,· (Alas.-F-D-1116). Following.the arguments of Stearns

and Thurber one might assume.that,this,excess uranium entered the shell

seen after -death ef _the organism. Seme evidence to be considered later,

hewever, indicates..that:,this .is. probably not the case.

Sample.Alas.-F-D-1116 has been subjected to extreme and unusual

conditions for·thousands of years as described on page41 of this dis-

sertation.  During this time physical and chemical changes in the shell

material could have occurred...·· It is· not unreasonable to assume that the

47C. E. Stearns and D. L. Thurber,. ibid.
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trace element composition of these shells may have been considerably

altered by the prolonged contact with circulating ground' waters and possibly

also by the recent exposure to direct weathering.

Sample USSR-F-3 contains no detectable calcite; so one may conclude

that  there  has .been li.ttle  or no recrystallization.     The re  was  not

sufficient sample to permit··a check on the possibility of surface con-

tami natiman by uranium.        Such a check   was    howe ver   made on another foss.il

sample that was high in uranium content, Cal.-F-3.  This wad done by dis-

solving the outer and the inner half of the whole shell separately with

HNO3, and determining the concentration of uranium in each fraction by

the method given in the appendix. The results obtained were as follows:.

BFMC-3  Inside fraction  1.60+ 0.13 ppm

Outside fraction 1.36+ 0.16 ppm

The uranium difference between fractions was within the limit of experi-

mental.error, indicating. uniform distribution.

Blanchard_has obseived. that moderb marine shells collected from

the Califernia Coast average semewhat..higher. in uranium content than do

medern marine shells· from.ether. le.calities..48    The  results here reported,

samples·Cal.-M..1,and Cal.-M-3, Table 6 and Figure 2, confirm·this.                  1
Whether thi.s variatien in uranium content of the shells is related to the

variation. in uranium centent of ·the ceastal waters have not been deter-

mined.

48 R. L. Blanchard, Thesis, 22· cit., p. 29.
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3.  THORIUM-232 CONTENT

232Because of the very low concentration of Th in ocean water,

appreciable quatitities of this i.sotope would. not be expected in marine

shells. Blanchard looked ·for Th232in 30 modern marine shell specimens

collected from ·14 loca.tions.  In all specimens Th232 was below his limit

of detection which wa.s- general.ly about..0.005. d/m/9.49  The data for
Cal.-M-1 (Table 7) support.Blanchard's observation.  The Th232 content

of·this shel:1 i.s less than 0.002.d/m/g.

Further examination of the data in Table 7 reveals that the fossil

ma'rine mollusks unlike·-their modern counterparts contain a considerable

amount of Th232, an amount  such that ATh 232 appr6aches :ATI' 230  in some

specimens.. It seems reasonable to assume that this Th232 must have entered

the shell after death of the organism.  If Th230 entered along with Th232,

and. it seems likely that this would be the case, then the Th230/U234 ratio

can not serve as an age measure.

Tatsumoto and Goldberg have suggested that the concentration of Th232

might provide a means for evaluation of the extraneous Th230 content of

the sample.50 However, the Th230/Th232 activity ratio commonly varies

butween 1 and 4 in surface water (Thurber, unpublished) and between 6 and

30 in sea water. The refore,   it is difficult to predict   in  what  pro-51,52

portions these two thorium isotopes would be added to the shell.

This problem of contamination by thorium apparently does not arise

or at least appears to be much less serious in corals that have been de-

49 R. L. Blanchard,-.Thesis, 02 cit„ p. 78.

59 M. Tatsumoto and E. D. Goldberg, Geochim. et Cosmochim. Acta, 12,
201- (1959)

51 E. D. Goldberg and M. K6ide, Science, 128, 175 (1958)
52 W. S. Moore and W. M. Sackett, J. Geophys. Res., &2, 5401 (1964)
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Table 7

Thorium Content of Modern·and Fossil Shells
9

Sample ATh232 ATh230 ATh230
Designation (d/m/g) (dlm/g)

ATh232

Cal.-M-1 4&0..002 40.007                            49

Cal.-F-1 0.018 + 0.003 O.67 + 0.04 37 + 7

Cal.-F-2 0.010 1 0.002 0·052 + 0.·006. 521

Cal.-F-3 0.018 1 0.002 0.69 +0.Q4 38+5

Cal.-F-4 0.007 + 0.002 *   0.0 8       + 0.0 1. 11·+.3

USSR-F-1 0.063 + .0.004 0.45  + 0.02. 711

USSR-F-2 0.033 + 0.004 0.15  i 0.01 5f1

USSR-F-3 .

0.074..1,0..0,08.    1  :0.31  + O.03 4+1

USSR-F-4 0.024 + O.a03 0.20. 1 0.02. 8+1
*«

USSR-F-5 0.059 + 0.006 0.30  + 0.02 5  1.1

USSR-F-6 0.054·+ 0.006 0.25  + 0.02 5il

Greenld.-F-
62AMh24 0.074 + 0.004. 0.077 + 0.005 1  f  0.1

Alas.-F- 139 + 57
D-1116

MLS # 1 0.030 + 0.006 0.76  + 0.05 25+  5
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pesited and remain in a marine environment as illustrated by the data in

Table' 8.

In tbis Table medern and fossil mollusk specimens with Th230/U234

activity ra£ios over the range 0.00 to 1.00 are paired with modern and

fessil ceral specimens ef similar Th230/U234 activity ratios.  One observes

that Unlike the mellusks, the fossil corals show no evidence of Th232 uptake.

232The  ave rage Th centent in the fossils is ne differeAt than in the modern

specimen.  Alse, as indicated by the Th230/Th232 activity ratios  A  230' Th

in the fossil corals is usually several hundred times ATh232.

4. Th /Th
228 232

In fessil shells Th228, with a half-life ef 1.90 years, should be

in radioactive equilibrium with its parent Th232, i.e., Th228/Th232 activity

228
rat 0 should be equal to ene.  Any excess Th would. indicate recent

228
centaminatien ef the shell with thorium and/er Ra which is the parent

of Th228,

Th /Th activity ratios fer the medern and fessil shells are228 232

listed.in Table 9. The results shew that in mest of the fessil shells

this activity ratie is greater than ene.  This is good evidence that the

system is epen er has been 0pen very recently.

Keczy, Picciette, Poulaert, and Wilgain have ebserved an excess of

228Ra228 in coastal waters and have suggested a redissolution of Ra from

near shere bottom sediments er its Introduction from rivers.53 Thurber54

228
has shownl that ri·ver waters contain unsupported Th ·. . Modern shells are

known to contain mere Ra226 than can be supported by the uranium presentf5,56

53F. F. ·Keczy, E. Picciotte, G. Poulaert and S. Wilgain, Geochim.

et 'Cosmochim. Acta, 11, 103 (1957)
540. L. Thurber, unpublished data

55R. L. Blanchard, Thesis, 02· cit., p. 32

5 6 w.     S.     Breecker,    22   c i t.



Table 8

Comparison of Thotium and Uranium Activities in.Mol]usks and

Typical Pacific Coral Samples*

AU234 ATh232 ATh 230/AU234 Alh 230/ATh232Sample
(d/m/g) (d/m/g)

Cal. -M-1-(Modern mollusk) 0.33 40.002 40.02 <9
Loc.- 15 2.76 0.007 0.004 1.5(Modern Cotal  )

Cal.-F=1 (Fossil mollusk) 1.31 0.018 0.51                   37 '9

MO 7- 13 (Fossil coral ) 2.34 0.002 0.58 660

USSR-F-6  (Fossil mollusk) 0.37 . 0.054. . 0..69             5                '·NW
Mu 7-23 (Fossil Coral ) 2.18 0.004 0.68 340                          '

USSR-F-4  (Fossil mollusk) 0.26 0.024 0.76                   8
Mu 7-34 (Fossil coral ) 1.96 0.006 0,79 300

. Grnld.-F-
62AMh24  (Fossil mollusk) 0.09 0.074 0.86                   1
K-1-16    (Fossil coral  ) 2.74 0.005 0.87 435.

USSR-F-2  (Fossil mollusk). 0.15 ·0.033 1.03
F-1 -  -   (F o s s i  1     c o r a l ) 1.56 0.01·0 1.00 140

* Data on coral samples are from Thurber, Broecker, Blanchard and Potratz, Science, 149„56 (1965)
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Table 9

228 232    . .Th    /Th   . Activity Ratios in Modern. and. Fossil Shells

Sample ATh 228 ATh228

Designation (d/m/g) ATh232

Cal.-M-1 < 0.06 <65

Cal.-F-1 0.14        + 0.02.. 8 +2

Cal.-F-2 . ..0,025 0 -0:004.. 2.5 +0.4

Ca 1 ...- F- 3 . 0/.*10.     1 P.'.01. 5  1

Cal:.-F-4 .0.033 +.,0.007 5 +2

USSR-F-1 0..10- 1 0.01 1.6 + 0.1

USSR-F-2 .0...05    + 0..01 1.5 +0.2

USSR-F-3..0.09 +.0.01 1.3 1 0.1

USSR-F-4 0.025  + 0-003 1.0.3:  0.2

USSR-F-5 0.11 + 0.01 1.9 1 0.2

USSR-F-6 -0.06 +.0.01 1.0   0.1

Greenld.-F-

62AMh24
0.17  + 0.01 2.. 4.1:  0..1

Alas.-F-D-1116 --- 5   i=.2.

MLS # 1 0.032 + 0.006 1.1 + 0.3
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Moo re and Sackett have. confirmed the presence of excess Ra228 in coastal

waters.57  Considering the relatively high mobility of radium compared to

thorium, these observations lead one to suspect that the excess Th228 in

228
fossil shells may arise from decay of Ra which has come into·the speci-

men from ground waters.  However we have no data to confirm this.

5.  U234/U238 ACTIVITY RATIO

Radi.oactive disequilibrium between U234. and U238 in minerals.and

rocks was initially observed by Cherdyntsev and co-workers.58,59 The

fractionation of these two isotopes is attribUted to a hot-atom effect.

"                  Ih minerals the prbducts of U238 decay are displaced by recoil into different sites

of the crystalline lattice* where they reside in the form of foreign,
3     ..1

generally weakly beund,' inclus·kons. During the interaction of weathering

solutions with minerals, the radioactive-decay product,U234 passes into

solution to a greater ex·tent than does U238. Rosholt et a.160 showed that

U234 preferentially leached at one locality may be subsequently deposited

at another, thus giving rise to a deficiency at one location and an excess

at another, as.compared with the equilibrium amount.

Figure 3 ,shows the variation of the U234/u238 activity ratios in

some natural waters - deep ocean water, rive M waters and coastal waters.61              62                    63

57W.    S.   Moo re   and  W. M. Sackett, J. Geophys.    Res.,   &2,.  5401     (1964)

58#. V. Cherdyhtsev, D. P..Orlov, E. A. Isabaev and V. 1. Ivanov,
Geochemistry USSR (English Transl.) No: 10,927 (1961)

59V. V. Cherdyntsey, Abundance of Chemical Elements, p. 107, Univ.

of Chicago Press, Chicago (1961)

60J· N. Rosholt, W. R. Shields, and E. L. Garner, Science, 139-, 224
(1963).

\:91M. Koide and E. D. Goldberg, Progress in Oceanography, vol. 3,
P. 173 (1965) . f.2 .

62D..L. Thurber, unpublished data

63.R,··. L.  Blanchard,.:3.*Gaophys.  Res, 22,4055  (1965)
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Figure 3. variatlon of AU234/AU238 in Natural Waters.
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As can be-·seen·from·  the-figure the· average ratio for river water is far

h i gher, than · that"of -deep· ecean· water.

If"·c,lesed system·conditions·have-prevailed, the U234/U238 activity

ratio in atfossil marine shell, corrected for decay of the excess U234,

should not differ frem the U2,34/U238 ratio. in a modern marine shell. Two

234/U238 ratioassumptions are implicit in this statement.  Namely, the U

in all modern marine shells is the same and· the U234/U238 ratio in living

marine shells is the same now as it was. in the fossil shells at the time

of their formation.  The latter assumption.seems reasonable but is not

subject to direct proof. ,The assumption that all modern marine shells

have identical or hearly identical U234/U238 activity ratios may be correct.

However, tdo few modern specimens have been analyzed to permit a definite

conclusion.  Coastal surface waters in some locations may have relatively

234  238high U   /U  . activity ratios.  One would expect'this might be the casd

234, 238near a r.iver mouth if the U·  /U    activity ratio in·the river water is

high, as it is known to be in some rivers.  The U  /U    activity.ratio234  238

in the ceastal Water should be reflected in the U234/U238 ratio in the

marine:organism living  in this water.

The U234/U238 activity ratios of the ·marine carbonate samples are

1-isted..in  Table:10.· The ratio.for the,modern :shell, Cal.-M-1,  is  1.27"t

0.06 which is somewhat higher than the ratio in ocean water. Whether this

relates to a relat·ively high U234/U238 ratio. in the coastal water from
..                    1

which this sam le was collected has not been.determined.  Blanchard64 has

'analyzed some modern.mol luscan shells collected at seven locations dn the

seaceast of the United States and found U234/U238 activity ratios that

fall  within the range  of  1.07  to·1.17.   Relativkely few modern shells and

64R. L. Blanchaid, ibid.
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Table 10. U234/U238 Activity Ratios'in Modern and Fossil .Specimens                         .     -

Sample AU234 AU238
  AU234 ) / Au234 j

-

Designation (d/m/g).
'

(d/m/g)  ;
6

\  AU238
/ observed

(  35 / calc.

Cal.-M-1 0.33 + 0.02 b. 26-4:,0...0.1. .1.2 7   +   0.0 6

Cal.-F-1
 

0.31 + 0.20 1.04:+ 0..15 1.2 6  +  0.0 5-

Cal.-F-2 0.11.1 0.01 0.10 + 0..01 1.18 + 0.09

>                 <1.13
Cal.-F-3 .1.49·10.13 t. 18 + 0.10 1..26 1.0.04

Cal.-F-4 O.56.i 0.06 .0.49 1.0.04 1.16 + 0.05

USSR-F-1 0.29..+:0.02 0.16 f 0.01
1.7 6.1   0.1 1

.. 

4 1.16                         j

USSR-F-2 .0.15 + 0..01- 0.10 + 0.01 1.42 1 0.08J-

!

USSR-F-3 1.23    + 0.12 1.01 +.0.09
1.2 2  4  0.041 41.14

USSR-F-4 0.26  + 0.01 O.23 4 0.01 1.13 + 0.05 

USSR-F-5 0.72 + 0.05          0.54 +.0.02 1.32 + 0.08 41.13

USSR-F-6.. 0.37+ 0.03 0.26 + 0.01
1..42·3:   0.0 6                                            4 1.1 2

Greenld.-F-
.0.09  + 0.01 0.07 + 0.01 1.21 + 0.10 <1.1262AMh24

Alas.-F-
4.90 + 0.26 1.92 1 0.07 2.56 + O.12D-1116 1.00

MLS 7 1 -  0.74 1 0.05 0.73 + 0.03 1.02 + 0.05 1.00

/ Au234 j

  Au238  
calc. system conditions hold and' that

A8234/A8238 = 1.17 +.O.10.

= activity ratio based on estimated stratigraphic age and on assumption that closed

(Estimated stratigraphic ages of samples are given in Table 11).
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even fewer· coastal water - samples have been-analyzed for U234/u238 there-

234  238fore, it-is rather difficult·to specify a U./U ra t i o   fo r   mode rn

marine shells.  From the limited number of -results'·we wi 11 tentatively

set a ratio of 1.17 + 0·10.for modern marine mollusks.

The U   /U    activity ratio in fossil mollusks then should always234  238

be lower than 1.27.and should appr.oach'1..00 in the oldest samples if.     '

closed system conditions are met. In Table 10 observed U234/U238 activity

ratios are compa red -with U234/U238 activity ratios calculated   from  the

estimated stratigraphi.c ages of the samples on the.assumption that closed

system ,conditions hold and ·tha,t·A8234/A8238 = 1.17 + 0.10.

In - the·shells· of · the-Cal.-F -series the U234/u238 ratios, within

limits of experim,enta 1 error ake, identi al. The disagreement with the

calculated U   /U    ratio is net significant because of the uncertainty234  238

in the stratigraph it··age. estimate for.these samples (see Table 11).

Most of the sampl.es in the USSR series have U234/U238 ratios signi-

ficantly higher than .·the· calculated ratios. Contaminatibn by ground

waters,·a subject  te be di.scussed  later-,:may· be. the -expl.anation.    This

also is assumed to account for.the .high U234/U238 ratio in sample

Alas.-F-D-1116 (see page 40).

6.  Th230/U234 AGES SHOULD BE. CONSISTENT WITH STRATIGRAPHIC DATA

The fessil samples frem the· Califoroia...coast are. stratigraphically

equivalent,·and if precenditions for the Th230/6234 dating are satisfied

the Th230/U234 ratios in these specimens. should be identical. As can be seen

by«reference to Table 11,·this is not the case.  The fact that the strati-

graphic·-age estimate on these shells may be in error is irrelevant.

The samples in·the·USSR series·also lack internal consistency;

samples from the same stratum differ widely in observed Th230/U234
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Table 11

Th230/U234 Ratios and Estimated Geological Ages of.Fossil Shells

Sapple  ATH230     ' Estimated <ATh231
Designation (AU234 $bs.. Stratigraphic

(AU234 /ca I c.
...  Ages x 10-3 yrs.

Cal.-F-1 0 . .5.1     +    0.0 8

Cal.LF-2 0.46 + 0.07
> 501100* 0.50

Cal;-F-3 0.46·+ 0.05

Cal.-F-4 0.14 + 0.02
' I

USSRLF-1 1..56 + O.13 22-45
0.27

USSRiF- 2 1.03  + 0..1.1 22245

USSR-F-3 .O.25.+ 0..03 70-100
7                                  0.55

USSR-F-4 0.76 + 0.07 70-100
..,

USSR-F-'5 .0.41.+ 0.04 110-150 0.71

USSR-F16 0:69  + 0.0 7 140-180 0.79

Greenld.-F- 0.86 +·0.12 130-175. 0·.77
62AMh24

MLS # 1 1.03 + 0.10 3  x 105 1.00

 ATh230  activity ratio calculated from stratigraphic age estimate

 Au234 h„19. assuming closed system conditions. AO 230 = 0 and
'  Th    :

AU234/AU238 = 1.17.

* The samples in the Cal.-F series are strati raphically equivalent.
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activity ratios. These ratios, moreover, are completely out of line with

stratigraphic. age estimates.  .Note, for example, that the shells from t
he

most· recent stratum have· the highest Th239/U234 activity ratios.  The ,

stratigraphic age estimates may well be correct.  The fact that 
the

Ih230/U234 ratios in .these shells lack internal consistency rules out ia
ny

possibility of calcu.liiting absolute ages from these rat.ios.

Te account for these results we assume that the original trace

element compositions including the thorium and uranium contents of these

shells have been altered by contact with ground waters.

Excess Th230.in a shell (USSR-F-1) in which there is no  evidence

of recrystallization seems surprising but has been observed before (see,

fer.example, sample·Alas.-F-D-1116, -Table 12) and has been discussed in

some detail by Blan€hafd-who comments as follows:65

"The follewing hypethesis is offered as an explanation
for the presence of excess Th230.... Acidic. ground waters

(rain water-,.etc..) .percelating through --. silt dissolve
uranium and therium.  These waters then react with the

shells (CaCQ3)·  'The··reaction leads to precipitation of

therium, and .possibly urani'um. Assuming that the uranium
in the greund. wate r.s.  is   im  the  + 6 oxida.tien state  the
reaction with CaC03 favors precipitation of thorium over

uranium, thus increasing the Th - U ratid in the shell..."

7.  CLOSED SYSTEM VERSUS OPEN SYSTEM COND3TOONS

From the data ··presented thus far it is evident that the fossil

mellusks   that were analyzed generally  fail to satisfy the criteria   that

have been set as tests· 8f closed system conditions.  As has already been

indicated (Table 8), fessil coral samples come closer. to obeying these

criteria.66

65R.    L. Blahchard, Thesis,   RE.    ci -t,    P.   56

66D. L. Thurber, W. S. Broecker, R. L. Blanchard, H. A. Potratz,

22· Cit.
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In Table 12 data on a typical coral sample, Mu-7-34, which shows

no evidence of open system conditions, are compared with data for a.fossil

mollusk, Alas.-F-D-1116, which failes to meet any of the criteria and is

obviously an open system.

These mollusk shells, collected from the Intermediate Beach near

Nome, Alaska and submitted by D. M. Hopkins, U. S. Geological Survey,

consisted of a mixture of small and large sea shells, all showing evidence

of weathering.  The deposit from which these shells were collected is
4.     . F.

presumed to have been laid down during the Aftonian interglacial interval.

These shells were exposed from 14 to 24 years on a "tailings-pile" 6f a

placer-gold mine prior to collection in 1959.  The pre-mining history of

the shell sample is described by D. M. Hopkins as follows:67

"The sediments beneath the coastal plain at.Nome
are generally perennially frozen to bedrock, but in some

places a layer of sediment resting immediately upon
bedrock is thawed and contains circulating ground water.
Evidence in the region indicates that the perennially
frozen ground probably thawed out completely during
the last (Sanamon) interglacial cycle. Thus, specimen
D-1116 probably has been subjected to thawing tempera-
tures for at least a few tens of thousands of years of
its history and will have been in contact with circula-
ting ground water during that interval."

It is not unreasonable to assume that the trace element composition

of these shells may have been considerably altered by the prolonged con-

tact with circulating waters and possibly also by the recent exposure to

direct weathering.

The other sample in Table 12, sample MLS # 1, is from a Mississippi

Lime Company mine near Ste. Genevieve, Missouri.  The oolitic portion of

the Spergen formation from which this sample was taken lies about 160 feet

67D. M. Hopkins, personal communication (1962)



Table 12. Closed System versus Open System Conditions in Fossil Marine Carbonate
s

Calci toz -49238 ATh232 ATh 228 AU234 ATh230 Stratigraphic

Sample .
(yrs.)

C .%  ) (ppm) (d/m/g) ATh232 Au238 AU234
age estimate

Crite- Crit.2 Crit. 3 Crit. 4 Crit. 5  Crit. 6 Crit. 6

rion 1

Mu-·7-34* <2 2.5 0.006 1.09 0.79 Pleistocene
Fossil Coral  0.01) <106

MLS # 1 0.99 0.030 1.1 1.02 1.03 Mississi pian

Mississip ian (10.04) (i-O.006) (iO.3) (iO ·0 5)    - (to.10)      , >3   x   1 0 6

Lime5tone

Alas.-F-D-1116 2.62 0.03**      5 2.56 4.6** Aftonian
>2

(1:2) (10.12) Inter9lacialFossil Mollusk (fo.10)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       6

100 N

* Data on this coral sample are from Thurber, Broecker, Blanchard and Potratz, Science 149, 56 (1965).

** Calculated from data in Blanchard's thesis (ATh228 + ATh232 and ATh230/AU238) using our measured values

of AU234/AU238 and A  228/A  232 for this sample.Th     Ih
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below the surface.  Above it lies gray Spefgen limestone and above this

68
a stratum of St. Louis limestene about 100 feet in'thickness.

Early in the geologic history of this material while original

marine carbonate was being consolidated into limestone the system was

probably open, and though the mineralogy of this sample has not been

investigated it is not unreasonable to assume that the material is main-ly

calcite.69 During, Pleistocene and recent times,    howe ver, it seems.likely

that closed system conditions have prevai led. The U234/U238, Th228/Th232

and Th230/U234 actiVity ratios bear out this assumption.

68J. M. Weller and S. St. Clair, Mo. Bureau of Geology and Mines,

Vel. 22, 2nd Series (1928)
1.

69J. K. Osmond, J. R. Carpenter, and H. L. Windom, RE· cit.
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VI. SUMMARY

Work previously reported indicates that the extent of dis-

equilibrium between Th230 and U may be used as a measure of age of234

corals and oolites that have formed and remain in a marine environment.

The information obtained is, however, of limited use because of the limited

distribution of these materials and because of the difficulty of. collecting

many significant samples.  The present work relates to an attempt to

extend the scope of the Th230/U234 dating method by applying it to marine

mollusks·collected from terrestrial environments..

If"reliable absolute ages are to be obtained from Th2,30/U234 ratios

three conditions must be satisfied. (1)-the original  marine-deposited

calcium carbonate must centain a measurable amount of uranium; (2) it

m u s t. <b e i n i tial·ly f ree of.·Th239; and (3) the.specimen must, during aging,

behave as a closed system.

Earlier work has shown that the first two conditions are satis-

fled. in shells of living marine mollusks and. in marine shells that have

been deposited during recent times.  It is not unreasonable to assume

that fossil marine shells also were originally free of Th230.  Whether

or not closed system conditions have prevailed in a fossil specimen during

its entire history can probably never be established with certainty.  One

may, however, set criteria which are consistent with closed system condi-

tions and reject all Specimens. which fail  to meet these criteria.   In
1.                                                                                                                                               I

judging the reliability of Th230/U234 ages of fossil marine. mollusks the
)

f o l l o w i n g    c r i t e r i a    were    u s e d.

(1·) ,·The sample sheuld  show no· evidence of recrystallization.

(2) ·The uranium content of·the fossil .should not di.ffer greatly. from

that of its mode,rn counterpart.

/ '
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(3)  The Th232 content of the fossil should not differ greatly from that

of    its mode entcounterpart.

(4)  The Th228/Th232 activity ratio should· be 1.0.
234  238(5)  The U /U activity. ratio, corrected for decay of the excess

234  238U234, should fall within the range of U   /U    activity·ratios in modern

marine shells.

(6)  Th230/U234 ages should be cohsistent with stratigraphic data.

From the results obtained in thi.s work one may conclude that age

determination of fossil marine carbonates by uranium decay series dis-

equilibrium measurements, while apparently applicable, in certain instances,

to fessil corals and possibly other fossil marine carbonates that have

formed and have remained i.n a marine environment, does not yield consistent

results when applied to fossil marine mol.lusks collected from terrestrial

environments. Data obtained in isotopic uranium and thorium analyses

indicate open system conditions in these fossil mollusks.  Stratigraphically

equivalent samples collected frem a marine terrace near Santa Cruz,

Cali:for.nia. gave varyl og -Th230/U234. activity ratios in the. range 0..14 to

0-51.. Th230/2234 ratios..in fessil shells frem deposits'asUeciated   with·

Aozhu.-It.,.. Kargimian,-:Kazant:sevian.·and Sanchugevian transgressions  in  the

USSR are net:.consistent.·with:stratigraphic·age·estimates. Fossil mollusks

centain· mere Th23.2-than.do, modern mollusks.. indica.ting..that this nuclide,

presumably accempanied by unknewn ameunts entered the shellsof Th230

228· 232after they were deposited.  Th /Th. activity ratios greater than 1.0

observed in most of the fossil specimens indicate open system con-

ditions.  The U238 concentration in many fossil mollusks is higher than

in modern shells. and U234/U238 ra:tios.i-n some fo.s.sil specimens as compared

to .0234/0238· ratios fn modern shells also indicate open system conditions
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in.the  fossi-ls.

Table 13 summarizes expel:i-mental data that were obtainad on fossil

shells from Californi-a, Russia and Greenl.and. These data are compared

with data based on criteria for closed system conditions.  Only one sample

(USSR-F-4) comes close to meeting all criteria.  In this sample the absolute

230  234
age calculated from tkie Th   /U    ratio agrees with the stratigraphic age

estimate.  The agreement may well be fortuitous.
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Table 13 - Summary

State of U (ppm) Afh232 (d/m/g) ATh228/ATh232 AU234/AU238 ATh230/AU234Sample Preser-
vation

Crit.1 Found Crit.2 Found Crit.3 Found Crit.4 Found Crit.5 Found Crit.6*

Cal.-F-1 S*** 1.41 <-0.7 0.018 <-0.005  8  + 2 1.0 1.26 0.51 0.50
(+0.20) (iO·003) ( 0.05) (10.08)

Cal.-F-2 S 0.13 <-.0.7 0.010 <-0.005 2.5+0.4 1.0 1.18 0.46 0.50
(1:0.01) (+0.002) (io. 09) (to.07

Cal.-F-3 S 1.60 <-0.7 0.018 <-0.005  5+ 1 1.0 1.26 0.46 0.50
(1:0·. 1 4) (4.002) (+0.04) (to.05)

Cal.-F-4 5 0.66 <.0.7 0.007 <-0.005     5   + 2 1.0 1.16 ** 0.14 0.50
(io.06) (10.002) (to.05) (iO.02)

USSR-F-1     S 0.22 <.0.7 0.063     <.-0.005     1.6+0.1 1.0 1.76 1.56 0.27
(10.01) (10.004) (to.11) Cio.13)

USSR-F-2 S 0.14 <-0.7 0.033 <,-0.005 1.510.2 1.0 1.42 1.03 0.27

(20.01) (10.004) (to.08) (to.11)

USSR-F-3 S 1.37 <-0.7 0·074     <_0.005 1.310.1 1.0 1.22 ea 0.25 0.55

(20.12) (1:0·00.8) (to.04) (if)·03)

USSR-F-4 S 0.31 <-0.7 0.024 <- 0.005 1.0+0.2 1.0 1.13 0.76 0.55
(20.01) (10.003) (to·05) (to.07)

USSR-F-5 S 0.74 < . -0.7 0.059 <-0.005 1.9to.2 1.0 1.32 .':k 0.41 0.71

(to.03) (+0.006) (20.08) (20.04)

USSR-F-6 Q *44* 0.35 < 0.7 0.054  < -0.005 1.0to.1 1.0 i.42 0.69 0.79
(i0.02) (10.006) (iO.06)· .(+0.07)

Greenld.-F Unknown 0.10 <-0.7 0.074     <.- 0.005      2.41:0. 1 1.0 1.21 0.86 0.77
62AMh24 (10.01) (to.004) <to.10) (30.12)

* The Th230/U23.2.activity ratios listed under criterion 6 were calculated from stratigraphic age ,estimates
assuming closed system conditions, A·oh230 = 0, and A 234/A0238 - 1.17.

*:':  This ratio.should be in the range 1.00 - 1.27.
***  S = satisfactory.

*...:** Q  =   questionable.
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APPENDIX 1 - PREPARATION OF.SAMPLES

1.  CLEANING PROCESS

The shells are first scrubbed with a hard bristle brush and distilled

water to remove silt and clay and then cleaned with detergent solution

and distilled water in a supersonic cleaner.*  After the shells are

theroughly cleaned, they are dried and crushed to a fine powder.

2.  DISSOLVING PROCESS

100.0  gram of the sample is dissolved by adding concentrated HNO3

dropwise..unti.1 no further f6aming is observed.  .Fifty milliliters of

.,

concentra.ted HN03 ·is: added and.the solution is heated to fumes and di-

ges-ted for two heurs te exidize.the organic material present.  The

selution. is. then diluted:·to 500.ml..with.2M HNO3 in·a 500 ml. velumetric

flask.

r

*SONOGEN Automatic Cleaner, Cole-Parmer Instrument & Equipment

Co., Chicago, Ill.
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APPENDIX 11 - PROCEDURES

1.  ISOTOPIC IHORIUM AND URANIUM ANALYSIS

Alpha spectrometry is used for the isotopic analysis of thorium
e

and uranium.

For this work it is important. to have·very thin sources in order

to get a good peak resolution.  The electrodeposition technique is used

for preparing these sources.

It is also i.mpor.tant to· separate thorium from uranium because of

the similarity.in energy of the alpha particles emitted by Th230(4.69 Mev.)

to.those emitted by U234(4.72 Mev., 4.77 Mev.).

The anion exchange technique is used for the separation of thorium

from uranium. Rather thorough investigat6ons have been made on the ad-
t

sorp.tion of elementh on anion. exchange resins.  Some results of these

studies have been published and are reproduced here.  Figure 4 is for a

chloride system,70 ahd Figure 5 for a nitrate system.71 The failure of
.

thorium to form anionic chloride complexes. to an appreciable extent, can

be utilized to separate it from uranium.  The separation procedure is

summarized as follows:
'J

..

-residue

1 Sample --

BN HCl effluent- isotopes

HN03 -supernatant
tracers                                                         Th

carriers          NH3
-solution--g-.ppt. Hil anion =»•-

exchang .0,1 N HCl
,        U1colu,„„ 8ffluent isotopescolumn

7OK. A. Kraus and F. Nelson, Proc... First Int. Conf. on the
Peaceful Uses of Atomfc Energy, Geneva,. 2, 113-125 (1955)

71 R. F. Buchanan and J. P. Faris, Proc...Int. Atomic Energy Agency,
Copenhagen, September (196Pt;or Radioisotopes in the Physical Sciences and
Industry, vol. ll, 361 (1965)
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A.  Separation of Thorium and Uranium

Step 1.  Pipette an aliquot of sample solution (an amount equal

to.20 to 50 ·gm. of sample) .into a beaker. Add tracers in known amounts

(approximately 300 counts per minute of Th234 -and 20 counts per minute  of

U232).  Add 1 mg. of Fe and 1/4 mg. of Al carriers per gram sample.
+++ +++

Dilute the solution to a volume of 20 ml. per gram sample.  Boil the

solution for ten minutes and make up to the volume with distilled water.

(Note 1)

Step 2. Allow the solution to cool. Add carbonate-free NH4OH

dropwise until pH=8. Digest the mixture for ten minutes.  Let the Fe (OH) j

and Al(OH)3 precipitates stand for an hour, centrifuge in a 250 ml.

centrifuge bottle and decant. (Note 2)                     -

Step 3.  Dissolve the hydroxide preclpitates in 1 ml. of BN HCl

per gram sample and transfer quantitatively into a 90 ml. centrifuge tube.

Add carbonate-free NH4OH dropwise until pH=8.  Put the centrifuge tube

in a Temp-Block module heater* and digest the mixture for 10 minutes or

until the precipitate floats on the surface.  Cool, centrifuge and decant.

Step·4. Reprecipitate Fe(OH)3 as in Step 3. Wash precipitate

once with distilled water.  Dissolve the precipitate with 0.5 ml. of

concentrated HCl and rinse down the sides of the centrifuge tube with 8N HCl.

At this point if there is any insoluble residue present, heat the residue

in three successive portions of 1 ml. of 6N HCl with a centrifugation

between each heating and combine the supernatants with the solution obtained

above. (Note 3)

Step 5.  ·Transfer the 8N HCl solution quantitatively to the top of

*Temp-Block Module Heater, Lab-Line Instruments, Inc., Melrose
Park, Illinois.
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a 4 mm. x 7 cm., Dowex 1-X8, 200-400 mes4 conditioned,„anion exchange column

and allow the solution to flow through under atmospheric pressure.  (Note 4)

Step 6. When the liquid level reaches the resin, wash the column

with three 2 ml·. portions of 8N HCl, then. flush with 5. ml...of 8N HCl.

Uranium and iron are adsorbed on the column and thorium and aluminum are

i.n the effluent.  Thorium and uranium are purified by the following

procedures.

B.  Purification and Electrodeposition of Thorium

Step 1.  To the thorium-bearing 8N HCl.effluent of the anion

+++
exchange column add 5 mg of Fe carrier. Heat the solution for ten

minutes. and add ·NH4OH dropwise to precipitate aluminum and iron hydroxides

and coprecipi.tate..ther.ium.  Put the centrifuge tube in a Temp-Block

module heater and digest the mixture for ten minutes.  Cool, centrifuge

and decant.

Step 2.. Dissolve the precipltate in.·10..ml..of 7M HNO3 and re-

precipitate the hydroxides.as abeve. Wash precipitate once with dis-

filled water. (Note 5)

Step 3.  Dissolve the precipitate in 1/2 ml. of conc. HN03 and       =

rinse down the sides of the centrifuge tube with /M HNO3· Transfer the

7M HNO3-solutiol to the top of a 3 mm. x 4 cm., Dowex 1-X8, 200-400 mesh,

nitrate-form, conditioned, anion-exchange column.and allow the solution

to flow through.under atmospheric pressure.. (Note 6)

Step 4.  When the liquid level reaches the resin, wash the column

with three 2 ml. portions of 7M. HNO3, then flush with 3 ml. of 7M HN03·

Aluminulh and· iron ·are in. the effluent and thorium is adsorbed on the column.

Siep 5.  Elute therium from the column with 7 ml. of lN HCl.  Collect

the effluent in a 30 ml. beaker.  Evaporate the solution to neat dryness
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several times with concentrated HCl.

Step 6.  Take up the residue in 1 ml . of l N HCl and transfer it

quantitatively ihte an electroplating cell with 6 ml. of.saturated NH4Cl

solution..(Note 7)

Step 7.  Electroplate thortum isotepes onto a one inch diameter

platinum plahchet (cathedle) at 3.5-4.0.v., 0.3·amp.  for two..hours. Adjust

the -PH·te..2. tevery .thirty·minutes wi.th.a few drops of NH4OH.  At the end
of,elec·troplating, add·seve ral -drops  of<NH4OH.to  make. the selution basic.

While·.the vol·tage· is: still on,· pipette eut ha,lf the·,solution· from ··the

cell, add distil·led·water to full. Repeat·this process several times

until the current is zero. (Note 8)

Step 8.  Turn off the current and remove the platinum planchet

frem the electroplating cell.  Peel eff the rubber cement and wash the

planchet with water.  Dry under a heat lamp and heat the planchet to

redness ever a Bunsen burner.

Step 9,  Count the alpha and the ,beta activit,ies of thorium iso-

tepes en the planchet by proportional counte:rs and analyze the alpha

particle energies by. alpha spectrometry.

C.  Purification and Electrodeposition ef Uranium

Step 1.  Elute uranium from the uranium-bearing ahion exchange

celumn with 10 ml. ef 0.1N HCl. Collect the effluent in a 30 ml. beaker

and evaperate the selutien to dryness.

Step 2.  Take up residue in 8N HCl and transfer the solution

quantitatively into b 50 ml. graduated test tube with 10 ml. of 8N HCl.

Add 10 ml. ef isoprepyl ether, cap the test tube tightly with a poly-

ethylene stepper, mix the twe phases with a Vertex mixer for three 'minutes
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and centrifuge.  Discard· the ether layer. Repeat the isopropyl ether

extraction of iron twice. In the second or the third ether extraction,

if the yellow collor of iron is not extracted into the ether layer add

a few drops of concentrated HCl and shake the. mixture again. After the

third ether'layer is discarded,.transfer the aqueous layer quantitatively

into a 30 ml, beaker and evaporate to almost dryness.  Fume with concen-

trated HNO several times until all the chloride is converted to nitrate.
3

(Note 9)

Step 3. Take up the residue  In 2 ml. of 0.1 N HNO3 and transfer

the solution quantitatively into an electroplating cell with'5 ml. of

4M·NaN03·  (Nete 7)

Step 4. Electreplate uranium isotopes onto a one inch diameter

stainless steel planchet (cathode) at 6..0-6..5 v.,..1.5'amp. for two hours.

Adjust the PH to 2 every fifteen minutes with·a few drops of 4N HNO3

After the completion of electroplating, pipette out half the solution

from the cell and add distilled water to full.  Repeat this process

several times until the current is zero  (Note 8)
Step 5.  Turn off the current and remove the stainless steel

planchet from the electroplating cell.  Peel off the rubber cement and

wash the planchet with distilled water.  Dry the planchet under a heat

lamp.

Step 6. Count the alpha activity of uranium isotopes on the

planchet with a proportional counter and analyze the alpha particle energies

by alpha spectrometry.  (Note 10)

D. Counting and.Alpha Spectrometry of Thorium and Uranium Isotopes

The instruments used for the measurement of gross alpha and beta

activities are:
-
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A)  Nuclear Measurements Corp. decade scaler Model DS - lA.

B) Nuclear Measurements Corp. windowless gas-flow proportional counter

Model PCC-11A (lead shield) for beta measurements and Model PCC-l OA

(no lead shield) for alpha measurements. P-10 counter gas which consists

Of. 90% argon and 10% methane is used.

The instruments used for alpha pulse ,height analysis are:

A) Oak Ridge Technical Enterprised Corp. Model 101-201 low noise

amplifier system.

B)  Oak Ridge Technical Enterprised Corp. silicon surface barrier semi-

conductor radiation detector.

C)  Nuclear Diode vacuum chamber.

D) RIDL Medel 34-12 400 channcel pulse height analyzer.

The source is placed approximately 5 mm belo.w the detector.  The

chamber is. then evacuated... Alpha par.ticles imAi.ngeing on the·detector

generate electrical.pulses ..propor.tienal.. te their energy. The pulses  are

ampl.i.fied and fed inte a multi-channel analyzer..which records the number

of pulses received in"each energy interval.  The data. stored by: the':analyzer
......

are ·read  out by using  an, IBM typewr.i.ter. medified for. thi.s·.-purpose. Energy

calibration of ·the analyzer is accomplished.by.the use of alpha standards.

A block.diagram of the circuit used for alpha spectrometry is shown in

Figure 6.
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E.      Calculation of Isotopic Thorlum and Uranium Con tents

A)  Thorium Spectra

Table 14 gives the. energy values of the alpha particles of the

naturally occuring. thorium alpha -emitters and those emitted by the

228
daughters pf Th

Figure 7 shows the alpha-spectrum of thorium isotopes isolated

from sample.USSR-F-3.  The peaks beyond channel number 170 are the peaks

of Th daughters which have grown in.  The alpha particles from. the228

small amount of Th227 activity present are not resolved but contribute to

·212 224the ceunts under the BI and Ra pea ks.      )
.''

The·yield of thorium is calculated from the recovery of the beta

emitting Th tracer.234

' c/m /3- of Th234 \

%  yield -Th = recovered

(c/m fl of Th234 tracer
added) +/c/m  -of Th234 contrlbuted +(Blank)Lby the sample

Counts per··minute beta of Th234 contributed by the sample is calculated

from.the activi,ty ef,U238. by..assumimg:U238 and Th,234.in the sample are

in :secular:equi.,1.ibri.um.  This corre.ction is .rather small, on the order

of  less  than-one, percent...The  correction  for the blank  is even smaller,.

The sums· for Th232, Th230 and Th 2,8 peaks
arT

computed and the

following corrections are made:

1)  The correction for background.

2).. The c6rrection for blank.
224 2283)  The correction for :the Ra which appears in the Th region. From

ll.. ''..

224Table 14-we see'.that..4.9 per. cent of Ra alpha.s are emitted with an

amount ef energy such thuf they are registered under the Th228 peak.

Therefere, the counts under the Ra peak are summed „up and 4.9/95.1224

times this sum is. subtracted from the Th228 peak sum.  After the '
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Table ·14

The Nuclear Characteristics of Certain Thorium Isotopes

and Daughters of Th228

Alpha Particle
-.1.sotope -Half-life Energy, (Mev.)72

Th 1..41.· x 1010 yrs. 4.01232

Th230                               7375,200 yrs. .4.6 1 5       (2 4.0% )

4.682 (76.0%)

Th 2 28
1-91 Yrs. 5.137·(0.03%)

5.173 (0.20%)
5.208.(0.40%)

5.338 (28.0%)
5.421 (71.0%)

Th                                                     5.755 (21  %)227 18.17 days
5..976    (24    %)
6.036 (23  %)
others

'

224 5.445 (:4.9%)Ra 3.64 days
5.681.    (95.. 1%:».:.

.... I.  ' :'..... :. .

Bi 212 60.6 min. 5.481 (0.02%)
6 .603    (1.1   %)
5.622 (0.15%)
5.765 (1.7 %)
6.047 (69.9%)
6.086 (27.2%)

270 5.74  ( 0.3%)Rn -                 56        .sec.
6.29  (99.7%)

216 6.15

. r. 7
Po sec. 6.78

PO 0.30 psec. 8.78 (others to 10.53)212

72D...  Strominger,  J. M. Hollander,  and  G. T. Seaborg,  Rev.  of  Mod.
Phys..10; 788-81.8   (1958)

73R6 W. Attree et·al., Canadian J. Phys., 40, 194 (1962)
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corrections are made, the net number· of counts of each thorium peak is

obtained and· the percent it represents of the' total number of counts

under all the peaks in the. spectrum·can· be calculated.  ·If· the total alpha

activity of the thorium source in disintegrations per minute per gram of

sample, at the time of.alpha pulse height·analysis is represented by A and

the activity of a thorium isotope by Ai, then

/t.lie percent of the total alpha activity contributedl
Ai = A x by the isotope

(d/m/g)              '         (the percent yield of thorium)

An example of the calculation of isotopic thorium compositions is

given below:

Weight of sample (USSR-F-3) = 12.17 gm.

Uranium content of the sample = 1.37 1 0.12 ppm.

Au238 = 1.37 x 12.17 x 0.735 = 12.2,dis./min.

c/m 9- of Th234 recovered = 509 i 5

c/m  9- of Th tracer added = (620 + 6) x 0.8011*234

c/m /3 - of a blank run = 1.5
c/m alpha at the time of alpha pulse height analysis = 4.0 + 0.3

Geometry of the proportional counter = 0.50 f 0.01

Alpha spectrum of the sample -- see Figure 7,

Total Counts under Bkgd. Blank Correction Net counts of
for Ra-.224

Th232 region 1880 0 Th232 188

Th230 1, 786       0         0                       Th230   786

Th228 „ 268 26         0          5.4**        Th      237
228*'

Ra                      28         0                        Ra      106224 ii
134

224

All the
All the1674peaks

1786 109         3
peaks.

0.8011 is the.correction factor for Th234 decay74

**  5.4 =.106 x 4.9/95.1

74H. W. Kirby, Anal. Chem., 26, 1063-1072 (1954)
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% yield Th = 509                         .= 101 i.20%

(620 x 0.8011) + (12.2 x 0.50).·x (1.5)

The percent of.the total.actiVity contributed by each thorium

isotope is,

Th232 = 188/1674 = 11.2 + O.9%

230
Th    = 786/1674 = 47.1 + 2.0%

228
Th    = 236/1674 = 14.1 + 1.0%

A = total alpha activity at the time of alpha pulse height analysis

= 2 x 4.0/12.17 ·= 0.66 f -0.05 d/m/g. Therefore the activities of

each·thorium i sotope are::
'

A ·232 = 0.66 x 0.112/1.00 = 0.074·Il 0.008 d/m/g
Th

ATh230: -..0.66 x-0.47101·.00. = 0..31 + 0.03,   d/m/g

A  228..= 0..66 x·.0.141/1,.00 = 0.093 +·,0.009.d/m/g
Th

B) U.r.anium. Spectra

Table. 15. gives the. energy.values of.the alpha .particles emitted

by certain .uramium isotopes.

Table 15

The.Nuclear Characteristics.of..Some.Uranium Isotopes

Isotope                - Half-life Alpha Particle„
Energy (Mev)

U238                    .4.51"x 109 yrs. 4.19

U235 7.1·3. ·x-1 0 8 y r s. 4.1 2    (   5.8  %)

4.32 ( 8.0 %)
4.33 (14.0 %)
4.35    85.0  %)
4.37 (25·0 %)
4.52 ( 2.7 %)
4.56 ( 6..7 %)

U234 2.48 x 105 yrs. 4.72 (28.0 %)
4.77 (72.0 %)

U232 72 yrs. 5.13 ( 0.32%)

5.26 (32.0 %)
5.32 (68.0 %)
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Figure 8 shows the alpha spectrum of uranium· isotopes isolated

from sample  Cal-F-4.  The dashed-line peak is at. the position of U232.

This peak appears when,U232 tracer. is added t9 the sample.
4. y.

The sum for each uranium peak is computed and the following

1corrections are made.

1). The correction for background

2)  The correction for blank.

2383)  .The correction for·U235.which ·appears in the U pea k. From Table-

15-we see that. 5.8. per cent· of U235. alphas are emitted with an amount of

energy. such,that   they are recorded·i.n the U238  peak. The refore,.  5.8%

of the theoreti'cal- U235 is subtfacted from the U238 peak sum.  The

theoretical  U235 count· is fourid by· UsiMg ·the·: value of .21.96 as the ratio

of specific activities of U238 to U235 a d;dividing this figure into the

U.238 peak couht'.

4)   The correction.fer ..the tai.ling of U.234 .alphas. into. the U235 peak.   The

theoretical value of .U235:as found above- is always, slightly lower than

the experimentally ascertained. U235 activity.. The difference is ascribed

to...tai ling of-.the. U.2.34.and.· is· added te the, U234 activity.

When U232 is run ·alone·it shows a peak only in·the U232 region, so

no correction·-need be ·made for impunitiesin the U232 tracer.

If the total count under each peak in the U238, U235, U234 and-U232

regiens. are represented.by,A, 8, C, and·.D respectively, then

238
\         Net count of U = (A - Bkgd.. - Blank) - (5.8% of the
1                                                     theoretical"U235 counts)

the theoretical U235 count = (net count of U238)/21.96
-  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - (2)

substitute (2) into (1) we obtain,
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Net cou t-of.U288  21.96 (A - Bkgd. - Blank)/22.02

U234 tailing.=.(8.- Bkgd. - Blank) - I(net. count of U238)/21.96]-  0.942  

=·'(B· ·- Bkgd.·- Blank)  -    (A  -  Bkgd.  -  Blank)/22.02]·[ 0.942]

-  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - (3)

Net count of U2 4.= .(C. - B.kgd. - Blank) + (U234 tailing) - - - - - -(4)

substitute· (3) imto: (4)-we obtain,
Net count.ef ·0234 = (C -.Bkgd. - Blank) + (B - Bkgd. - Blank)

- I(A .-. Bkdg, 9-Blank)/22.021 ·   0.9421

Net Count· ef U232 =  (D -·Bkgd.'·- Blank)

From these corrected values,· the activity ratios U /U  .9
234  238

U238/u232 and U234/u232 are computed. By multiplying the last two ratios

by. disintegration: per minute U232 added, the dpm of U238 and U234 in the

sample·are obtained.   The ·specific·,activi.ties are· calculatej as follows:

AU234 (d/m/g) = (dpm-U232 added)-(net count of U2341

(wt• of sample) (net count. of U232)

AU
238 (d/m/g) = (dpm-U232-added)- (net ceunt-of U238)

(wt. of sample) (net.count ef U232)

Since 1 pg of uranium of normal isotope abundance gives 0.735 disinte-

238
gration per minutes of U AU238 = ppm U238 in the sample.

0.735

F.  Netes

Nete·1. (a) Th234 tracer is prepared by p6riedically "milking"

the same urany.l perchlerate-HC104 solution.  Mallinckrodt A. R. uranyl

nitrate hexa-hydrate is Osed fer the preparatPon ef the uranyl perchlcrate

solutien. The uranyl perchlorate sol·utien is transferred to the top of a

Dewex-50-X4,200-400 mesh cation exchange column and is allowed to flow

threugh under atmespheric pressure.  When the liquid level .reaches the

resin the inside of the tube is washed down with several 1 ml. portions

ef 3N HCI until the yellew color has completely disappeared from the

effluent.  3 ml. ef 0.5M exalic acid is added to the column and the effluent
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is collected in a 30 ml. beaker... 5·ml. of-concentrated HNO3. is·added

to the beaker and'the solution is heated to fumes until approximately 2

ml. of solution·remains. The solution is cooled and 2 ml. of:72% HC 104

is· added.  The. solutioA is heated to fumes of HC104 and evaparated.to
/

: . ! " l:     1 4

a volume of 1 ml. After the solution has cooled J. ml. of concentrated

HCl and 2.ml. of disti·lled water are added. The peichlorate solution is

passed through a second. Dowex-,50.:X4 column identical.  to the first.   When

the li-quid·level reaches the» resi-n·, ,#the inside of:the ,tube is washed down

with·eight  1/2·ml . ·portions. of  3N· HCl:.'7  The, Th234. fn- the  col 4mn is eluted

with :3··ml.:of -0.5M oxal.ic,·aeid arid the·eff:lpent. is·..cel.1.ec'Jed in·d 30·ml.

beake r-.     Te the beaker.5  ml. ef cencentrated  HNQ3 is added, and the

solutien. is.heated te fumes and evaporated to a volume of approximately

2 ml . The selutien is cooled; 2 ml. ef.72%.HC]04·.is added. The solutien

is. evaperated te dryness. and·the residue is taken up. in 3M HNQ3·  The

final solution is di;luted to the desired Th234 activity.with 3M.HN03·

Two. 100 lambda tracer a].iquets are mounted en platinum planchets - one

i hy. evaperatien.and.flaming,...and. the .ether by electredeposition.   The

mounted sources. are ceunted .with a proper.tienal counter.  621 + 6

count/mili/·l·.00 .1.ambda. i.s obtained 'for the evaperated source, and 6181

6..count/min./.1 00.. lamhda. fer:.the electreplated sou.rce.. The difference

between -these .two.. counts· ·issiwthin the. lim'it-of:.ceuntilig.·statistics.  The

ave rage-ef.=:these. itwe.act:i·vities 1-s compared  with   the Th2.34 activity re-

.ceve:red.,frem the -sampl.e. te..de.ter.mine.the--yie.l d ef..the thorium analysis.

(b.).il.!332. tracer.· selut i en: i.s·.prepar.ed fr.em.U232,that was ebtained  frem  the

-Argenne Nati6nal Laberatery. The trace'r. selutien is·.i.n·,4N HN03·

(c)_ The solution is·di.luted bec·ause precipitates fermed from a very

coneeptrated solution are often. in the form of extremely. fine crystals

with colloidal properties.

4
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(d)  The solution is boiled to expel.(02 and to promote .exchange .between

the thorium, uranium in-the tracer and the thorium, uranium in the sample.

Note 2. Carbonate free· concentrated NHL+OH is used to. insure

comp,1·ete precipitation of uranium, since uranyl carbonate complexes are

highly soluble. The mixture,is digested, and is allowed. to stand to help

the floculation of .€he.preci.pitates.

.Note. 3. --Repre.cipita.tion removes. calcium and magriesium from the
-r

precipi.tate.

Note 4.  This column is prepared as follows.  Dowex-1-XB Cl-

form 200-:400.:mesh, resi.n is· washed once ·· with ·dist i.l·led water. The water

re sin slurry is added-to water filled column·until·the resin fills   the

column te the de.J i red.length., The:column.,is..then washed with 5 ml.

H20.-and ·5 ml. 8N. HCJ  lternately three times. Just befere the sample is

passed through,the column,..the column is. washed.once more with 5 ml. of

8N, HCl.

Note 5. Semetimes peptizatien occurs .when·the precipitate is

.washed .with.pure: wa.ter.   ·-When.thi*  happens, the mixture is brought  to  near

boi·l·ing...to coagulate. tbe-·precip i.tates.

Note. 6..„This,.column: ls· prepared as follews,  Dewex-1-X8 Cl- form

200-400.me.sh,-res in .i·s wa·shed once -with·,disti:lled water. The water resin

slurry:is-·added.·to·the·,water- filled   column, unti.1    the:resin   f i l l s   the

ce'l.,dmn,.to:the··desiredrlength.. , In order to  free ·the..re:sin from impurities,

the .column i's· cleaned by: expanding,and„contracting:.,the resin bed  by

changi.ng- te various,·an.ion,-ferms..    The· column·is  washed..with  5  ml.  of  lN

HCl and 5.:ml.·of :H20-al'ternately.'three. times.  It is. then converted to

NO33  form by passi.hg .20..ml. of 2M NaN03 through it. The conversPon to

the nitrate form is insured by testing the effluent for Cl< with 0.1M

.
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AgNOi solution. After it is cenve·rted to NO3- form; the column is washed

with 5 ml. of H20 and 5 ml. of 7M HNO3 alternately three times.  Just

before the sample is passed through the column, the column is washed

once mere with 2 ml. ef 7M HNO .
3

Nete 7. The electredeposition cell is shown. in Figure 9,  The

Sargent-Slomin Electrelytic Analyzer is used· for electroplating. A clean

ceiled.platinum electrode inserted. into the stainless steel chuck on

the motor braeket of the analyzer is used as a revolving anode.  A

platinum planchet or.a stainless steel planchet forms.a cathode and is

held in place on' the bettom ef the glass cell by applying Carter's rubber

cement between the centact surfaces. The distance between the electrodes

is about 0.5 centimeters.

Nete 8.  The platinum planchets and the stainless stell planchets

are cleaned and degreased by treating with concentrated nitric acid and

carbon tetrachleride. Platinum disks are heated to dull red before and

after mounting the source in erder to improve the resolution.in the

alpha spectrum.

Note 9. Sometimes a third,:liquid phase appears.. in..the.extraction

ef ferric ch l.er·ide·-by·· iseprepyl,-ether. ·When f.his·· happens, distilled water

is added torhe graduated teit tube and the mixture is shaken over again.

This is repeated until the system is'back to a twe-phase system. Possible

explanations.for the formation ef the third phase are given by Nachtrieb

et al .75 and Laurene.et.:al·.·76.

Note·10.·.It, is·pess·i.b.le.that Pa231 .is-present. with the uranium

isetepes en the .pl.amehet. ·As.·pretactinium·.i.s.strongly adserbed on Dowex-1

an.i.on -exchamge celumn .,frem :aN...Hal  .it. may..he eluted  from the column  with

0:1N. Hel.·and·-e·leetrede.posited ente the sta.inles-s steel planchet, along

75N. H. Nachtrieb,.et al ., J. A. C. S.,·14.,. 897 (1952)
76A. H. Laurene, et al., J. Phys. Chem.,. 60, 901. (1956)
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with uranium. This is·not certain for the tendency of protacti.nium to

deposit on the walls.of glass·vessels is well-publicized. The· exact

amount of··Pa23.1 ,present  is net knewn,· however, one can estimate the maxi-

mum -amount·· which  may be present.

Pa231, .a:-324.80.·year ·alpha.emitter, i.s. a decay.product of U235.

Fi fteen -percent ef ·Pa231.alpha 'particles have·energ·ie·s such that they

appear- in,the: U234 peak.region.
231..The,·deficiency·ef.·Pa, in ocean water leads. one-to expect.that

Pa231  in medern·marine melluscan· shells· is· nearly· zero.77.:78 The maximum

activity ef Pa231  in. fossil „shells is·determined-by assuming „that Pa231  is

in secular equilibrium with U235, The maximum activity ef Pa231 which may

appear in.·the. energy range· of U234 is calculated· to be 0.7% of.U234 activity

by- assuming·the activity· ratie of U234..te U2.38 .to.be· 1.0 in fossil shells,

and by using the. value of 21.96 as..the ratio of specific,activities of

U238 to U235. ·This is smaller than the uncertainty from-·counting

statistics.  If: Pa231 .is p·resent, 85% of its alphas .should appear··between

the U234 and U232 pea·ks. No peak.was observed· in,-this region so no

231correction for Pa wa s   made. ·

2. TOTAL -URANIUM ·ANALYSIS

A.  Fluerime-tric Method·'

·The very low ur.an·ium content.of naturally occuring·ca·lcium·car-

bonates, 0.01 to 5 ppm, makes it necessary to. use a sensitive method for

the uranium determinatiens.  Exposure ef certain uranyl salts to ultra-

violet light ef wavelength, 3400-3650 A re'sults in fluerescence bands in

the.·range.„·ef· 4500-6500. A.,w·ith.·a· max,i mum· ·at· 5500  X.,..This   reactien  of

u.ranyl -iens,,..in:the wavelemgth .region ·stated,  is specific for uranium
. ........='........ '  .-:,.,«........=.....

77W. M.·.Sa€ke:tt, Science, 1_32.1.761. (1960) i

78W. S. Meere and W, M. Sackett, J. Geephys. Res, Al'. 5401 (1964)
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and permits the-·,dete·rm·i.nation of u·ranium in·amounts as lew as·10-119,

The„-·f,luerescenee- output.·is: a.· 1 inear- funct.ion·,ef the uranl um· content  of

the. ·sample..·-·: The,·.f:l uerescen e,··is .markedly-enhanced -by:  fusion. ef   the

samp-l·ewith · sedium··f,lueride, .lithium flueride, or a mixture of alkal i

fluerides with alkali carbenates.

A bumber ef elements and compounds are known to quench the uranium

fluerescence with the degree ef quenching actien depending on their con-

centra.tien.  Ag, Au, Ca, Ce, Co, C.r, Cu, Fe, .HNO3, H3P04, Ir, Mg, Mn, Ni,

Pb, Pt, Pu; Si, Th and Zn are the mate.rials pessessing possible quenchipg

actien.

Twe basic techniques can be used te minimize the effect ef quenching

agents. Where the ur.anium centent ef the sample is sufficiently high,.

dilutien ef the solutien may overceme quenching difficulties.  The other

technique consists'of spiking aliquets ef the sample solution with;various

knewn ameunts ef standard uranium selution.

The following procedure is a mbdification of one described by

G r i m a l d i    and   Lev i n e. 7:9

A)  Uranium Extract.ien.Pxecedure

Step 1.  Pipette an aliquet ef sample selutien equivalent te 2 to 3

grams ef solid sample inte a,30 ml. beaker.  Heat and swirl beneath heat

lamp until· a thick paste is 0btained. Dissolve the paste in 0.35 ml·. of

concentrated HNO3·and wash quantitatively with distilled water into a.50

ml. 'graduated test tube. .MAke the volume te 5 ml..either by adding

distilled water or by evaporating beneath a heat 1dmp. (Note 1.)

Step 2.  Add 7.0 grams ef Al (N03)3.9H20, A. R. grade te the 5 ml.

ef solution.  Heat gently over a low flame until the aluminim nitrate

79F. S. Grimaldi and H. Levine, Geol. Survey Bull,, 1006, 43 (1954)
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-is  completely ·di6solved. Allow -the solution-to  cool  -to  room  temperature.

Step·3.  Add.10 ml. of A. R. grade ethyl acetate to the solution,

cap tightly with a pelyethylene stepper, shake with a Vortex mixer for

three minutes and centrifuge for about 30 seconds at 750 rpm.  Transfer

the ethyl acetate layer quantitatively through a funnel fitted with a dry

Ne. 2 Whatman paper into a.30 ml. beaker. (Nete 2.)

Step, 4. Repeat theethyl acetate extraction twice using 10 ml.

of ethyl acetate each time;.and filtering threugh the same filter paper

and into the same 30. ml. beaker. After the third extraction wash the

filter paper with 5 ml. ef ethyl acetate and evaporate the combined

extracts to dryness under a heat lamp. (Note 3.)

Step 5. Dissolve the residue. in 1 ml. of concentrated .HNO transfer
3.

quantitatively to a.5.ml. volumetric flask and make up to volume with

- d i s t i l l e d w a t e r.

B)   Spiking and 'Fusion Procedure

Step 1.  To three of six clean gold dishes add an appropriate             -

aliquot ef a standard uranium solution.  This is normally 100 2,of a 1

microgram/ml. uranium solution.  Evaporate to dryness beneath a heat lamp.

(Note 4.)
1

·Step  2.  · Te a.ll··six.·:idishes.add  an  apprepr.iate  aliquot  of the sample

solution .(normally 10..1· ml. for samples containing 0.1 to 1.0 ppm. uranium)

and·take·to. dr.yness beneath:a. heat. lamp... (Nete 5.·)

Ste4 3.  Aild.·300*2 mg. of flux to each dish, also, to a seventh
4                                                              1

clean dish·to be.employed as a blank.  Fuse between 625 and 650 degrees  
,

centigrade for 15 minutes in a muffle furnace.  Remove and allow to ceol

in a dessicat6r for 20 minutes. Read the fluorescence of each dish.

(Note 6.)

L
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C)  Calculation ef Uranium Centent

As the fluorescence .intensity is directly proportional to the

ameunt ef Uranium present, a direct prepertien can be set up which will

give the uranium content of. the final sample aliquot.  Letting A equal

the fl wore·stence·readi'mgj.-cerrected.··fer. blank, ef. the sample aliquot, and

As .  the····f,l uereseenee··read·i·m.gy·corrected·-for· b.l ank;·of,· the.·sp i.ked sample

al.rquet·,·the··mieregrams· of·.·uranium·in, the ··final sample-ali.quet  may  be

cal.cu-la.ted:

A
'

mi-crog.cams -of _uraI!_ium.in final sample al iquot

As    -  ..A.                        micr.egrams of ,uran.i.um added. i.n  sp.ike

. .7   x. S,i,mce.,12he.,total .45 imp.l.e, velume .is·:,5.„ml...,.: and_-the:-weight.  ef.. the sample   is

, .   known,: the.abeve.val.ue..can seasi.ly..be..cenver·ted -to ppm....ef .uranium  in  the

sample.

D.)      Notes-

Nete 1·. -The -amount of HNQ, -used. gives a final cence-ntfation of

abeut· 7%:HNO3 by.velume....At.this:.-HNQ3.cencentratien·ne appreciable change

.in:ethyl:.acetate„ ve.lume.,i.s.  eb:se r:ved...dur.ing...the   extr,action..

Nete= 2.:· :The. e'thy 1, acetate .is· e Nu.1.libr.ated·wi.th 7% HNO3
to reduce

the ...ameum t, 0 f...a queous ·,phase ..d'i .sse l v i,n g·.1 m te ., the . ergam 1.c  phase.   i .One

hundred.ml..., of·'each...are:.·shaken.·.together · in a. separatery- funnel fer 'three
---'A

,.minu:te.s .amd«-the :aqueeu.s.-phase. Ts·.drai.ned- off..

A...pal yethylene. Is.toppar..is  used.te  cap  the  test  tube siAce ethyl

..·      .   .,. .aeeta te.dissel-vas. rubber..pr.edlieim4..a.gummy residue.

1.g ,the ·,event.-alumlinum · n i.trate.,.separa.tes, eut.ef solution, redissolve

.-  ...i.t,:by„·war,mi.n'g-4,.before.   commencimg...the ·next. extractien. t

-Note.3.·  ··It. w,i«1,1...be.,necessary. te  evaperate   part.  of the solution

befere the final -extr.action to allow sufficient volume in .the 30 ni) .

beaker.
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Nete 4.· A - p.re:lim'inary·Wn of·one al i quot··of sample solution  is.

made,--te..dete rmi ne.·the-,apprex·i:mate  uran um  content:     The  a·l i.quot of sample
...

selution or-the  uran.ilini:stand·al:d«selution-,i.s·adj,Osted-so  the  floerescence

ef·   both  -can. be -read. be·tweeri  ·10.·and  ·90· en.the,"same ·.sensitiwi ty    setting.

Note·-5.   The·:standard:,w.ranium selution  is' prepardd. by weighing

2·.-7080  mg·.·- w rat'Irl·<Filtrate,.:U02 (NG))  '6 'H20,·.en  an· A lee·»gram, eleetrebalance,

:d:i·ssel v,i-Agf ··i m ·'7%...HNO-3·cand,: ma king, up ·:.the.; volume.  to .1.4,iter•wl ·th   7%.. HNO3.

-The·.501.ut, l.en.. ceinta.1-ms«,1,0-284.·mi.cregram·  upan i.um/.ml,.

· . - · · ·.Nete,-6.·  -···The.,·f-l wx:  i:s- prepared.* by..,fus i,mg:-45·.5:,·gm..K .CO  0 '45.5 -g m

Na2C03-·and 9 ·90.. NaF in a large platinum dish and·gr.inding the cooled flux

to«·a.-f,i me. pewder:.-:,-   -

. ·If.·the f.1.ucer.itmetrie readi:ng.s,.for. the..trip.licates.are erratic, refuse

fer,  am .addi.t.iona l  *·,mi.nu.tes.:However,..ave i d..exceed.i.mg..650, degrees

..cemtr.ignade...a.s.. thi,s,wi.·,1.1„· r.e.s.vil.t.im  .a  ·sharp..de.crease   in.  f.luorescence.     This

..    ,   ..may..happart..f.er...em 14.ene.  or  .two .dishes· in.thehet..parlef.the furnace

...p.reducj.mg..er rati:c.-resul.ts..    The    inst·r.u·ment.u.sed..is  ,a   Jarrell:  Ash   JA-2600

. .,  ....Gal vanek· Morrison. Fluerimeter.

The gold dishes, approximately 15 mm. .in diameter and 4 mm. deep,

are pressed from a ZO mil. geld sheet.

B. Alpha.Pulse Height Analysis Method

The tetal uanium centent.ef a sample can be obtained·from'the

result ef alpha pulse height analysis on the uranium isotopes.isolated

from the sample which is spiked with U232.   „

The method is·described on page 49 te 64of this thesis. A compari-

son of seme,ef the uranium results ebtained by the fluorimetric method

and the alpha pulse height' analysis methed is shown in Table  16.
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Tabl 6-16

Compari son of Uranium Re.sults

Urahium Result (ppm)

Al bha Pulsd.Height

Samp.le.  ...... F.luo.r.imetric. - - -  *    Analysis

*#UREM Cal.-M-1 .     0.35·1.0.01.. 0...38·+   0.02

*StAe=*       Ca  1.-F- 1 1.41 1 0.03 . , 1.43 1 0,14

BE'023Eb      Cal.-  F -·4- ..0..66,1,-O.06 0..70 1.·O.08

Mississippian

li'me stone 0.99  + 0.·04 1.06..1  0.0 8
standard ·# 1.
.(MLS   #.1 ) -I i#: - ./ .1.

9

l•··i  .

ers,                                                                                                                                                                               '
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APPENDIX .111 DETERMINATION OF CALCIUM CARBONATE MINERALOGY

-BY X-RAY DIFFRACTOON*

The aragonite-calcite ratios in the calcium carbonate shells are

determined  by the methed described by Davies and Hoope 080  Al l samples

are ground to pass a 170 mesh sieve and are Eaught on a. 270 mesh sieve.

The radiatien from a cepper targe.t (Cu KN radiation) is used with a Pi cker

diffractometer. A nickel filter is inserted. in front of the Geiger-

Mueller tube te absorb the K  radiations emitted frem the copper farget

as their reflection interferdd with  the  principal .aragonite reflection.

Thelines used for the analysi's-are the: 1GT4 calcite 1.ine and the 111 and

021 aragonite lines combined (Figure 10).

The calibration curve is con#tructed by mixing pure calcite and

pure arageni:te in different propertiens, measuri.ng the 'c/('c + Ba) ratio

and pletting these .values against weight percent calcite- (Figure 11).

Having...corI.st.ructed .the. cal.ibr.ati-en cfirve, the percent aragenite in the

sample.can.be .determined -from the curve.

The- lowest level of calcite detection is greater than 3% for

randomly oriented samples.     When comp ressed slightly, calcite orients  on

its clevage face  and  can be easily detected  at  3%  but   is not d-e tectable

at 1%. Tab·le 17 shows the results obtained.

*Mineralegical analyses were made by M. W. Reams, Department of
Earth Sciences, Washington University.

BOT. T. Davies, and P. R. Heeper, Mineralogical Magazine, 11, 608
(1963)
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Pi-guTe 10.  The X-Ray Spectrum ef 90% Aragonite, ·Pure STROMBUS
Ga GAS, mixed   with 10% Pure·Calcite. (After Davies and   Hooper Y.
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Table 17

Mineralogy of the Molluscan Shell Samples

...Samp:le, Des.ignat.i en: - Ge ne,ra 1    Lecat i on Percent Calcite

Cal.-M-1. Calif.., USA N. D.4

Cal.-F-1, Cal.-if., USA N. D.

Cal.-F-2 ..Calif., USA N. D.

C a l. -F-3 Calif.,.    U S A                                                               N. ·D.

Cal.:-F-4 Calif., USA N. D.

USSR- E-1. S i.be r i a,    U S S R                                        '                N.    D.

USSR-F-2 S i be r i a,     U S SR. N.   D.

USSR-F-3 Siberia, USSR N. D.

USSR-F-4'. S i b e r i a, U S S R N. D.

USSR-F-5. · Siberi.a, USSR N.   D.

.........USSR:.:R-.6...................Si.be.ria.,-._USSR....... 23.-+ 5%

- .*N·.·D. --net.detectable„(,le.ss.,than 1-2%)

WSSR- E-6..:is  ·the,  em l.,y...sample- centaim·i.mg.:a .reliably,detectable amount

ef  calci-te.·    It···was·net.i.eed..that. ene of,·the:genera.«in·t-his sample, Nueulana,
\

· had,-been.-preserved..wi.th.its:  valves · unsepar.ated.--. Th.is.. allowed   mud   te-  f ill

the.  eav_,i.ty·.·:  Separa.te ·,d.i.f,f racti.on..pa.tter«ms:.of   the:Nueu.lana   f:raction   and

.....:·      ··the· ether,genera ··,1.md··i.ea.ted-,*that-· cal c.i.te.,.was.·almes.t-excal w,sivel y  in  the

·Nwcu l.ana · ·frac.t.i en   e f..,the .sampl.e.   ··Whether=,the»mud_, f.i.1-1.i.mg.· the cav i t i e s   ef

Nuculana was originally=a r.agenite or caleite or a·,mixture   ef.·the   two -was

'net determined.
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APPENDIX IV DESCRIPTVON OF SAMPLES,

1.    Samples  receivid· frem W. C. Bradley* (cellected  by  W. 0. Addicott)--
-- United States Geological Survey

Sample designation Description*

Cal.-M-1 Modei-n.SProtothaca· :stamine.a,  a

sand-dweller, was colletted at
Point Ato Nubvo, Califofnia,

Cal.-M-3: Modern ,Schizothaerus nuttalli
a sandidweller;.was collected from
thb. inturtidal zone at Point,ATio
Nue vo,    California

Cal  . 6 F- 1 Pleistbcene Protothaca staminea, a
sand-:dwel.ler, was collected from the
b.asal:,mar:·ind·.depo.st.ts on the first
mar·ine terrace at ,Santa Cruz., Calif.,
albhg.Wdst Cliff Drive.  The depobits

ar6 , pobt'15' thick. at the collecting
lecatiah.

Cal.-F-2 Ple'istocene    P a n i t e l l a    penita,    a    rock

bo'rGr; i{ as collected from hbles in
the: bed: rack platform of the first
tefraber.on the nerth side of Point
AftS Nu690, Califernia
.

f.·    i  j:'.

Cial.-F-3 Pl&iktocene Schizothaerus nutt*lli,

a sah@-dweller, was collected from
thdibis'al, marine deposits on th6 first
m0 kihe   terrace   at   Santo   Cruz,   Calif:%,
aleng West Cliff Drive.  The deposits
are 'bbou& 15 ' thick at the collecting
locatioh.

Ch 1.-F-4 Plilsfocene Macoma inquinata, a sand-
s'G,6llerL,was collected from the bisal
marine deposits of the first marihe

terrace' along the south side of AR)
Nuevo Poiht, 20 miles north of Santa-
Cruz, Califorhia.

*W. C. Bradley, persenal communication (1965)
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2.  *Sample·s ·Received frem D. M. Hepkins* (collected by D. S. McCulluch)
--  United.' States Geological · Survey

Sample.Des-ignation Description

Green l,d.-·F- Thef,shells were collected· in 1962
-62AMh24 from Northeast shore of Baldwin

Penninsula f· Gr,denland   (66034002'   .N.
lat. and 1610560*5." W.· long) 

One,hundred grams· of firm, apparently
wal lipre-served shells were picked, out

, far analysis.

Alas.-F-D-1116 Thd, 6h,91'16·,'berb.,collected from the

Ihtarm diate .Baach near Nome, Alaska
and consisted df·h mixture of small

4,

,and,1.arga':sea.shalls, all showing
dvidenEd;8ft'webthering. The deposit
frem ·Gthi,t ''these shells were collected
is, pre,slinied:te. hkive been laid down

:ddring ithe·Aft'onian interglacial in.'
tervalp (1,·,300,000 yrs. B.P).  The
sedimeHts.beneath the coastal plain

a i:  Neme   ,are  )g e n e r a l l y   perennially
frozen':to, bpidrocK, but in:some places

1. '.1, .1 ...a. 1 aper.;of sed i.ment resting immediately ,
up*n bedrock is thawed and contains
circuld.tihb, greum,d water. Evida,nce
in th6 ·r*gibri indicates that the
perenhially'.frozen ground probably
thawed out. combidtely during the last
(Sangamoh)..i.htarglacial cycle.  Thus,
specimen Alas:-F-D-'1116 probably has
bedn subjected te thawing 'temperatur,es
fer at least'6. f6W tens of thousands·
of'years of'its history and will have
been iri'centacf with circulating ground

- water dutin0 that interval.

:

*D. M. Hepkins, persenal communicatien (1.962)
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3. Sampl-es-«recei ved-from T. Karlstrem (collected   by   V. A.. Zubakov)
-- Uni·ted States- Geoleg·ical Survey.
Identifications of the Belecypods are by H. L. Levin, Washington
Univers·ity, Department ef-Earth Scie'nces

Sample-designation Descriptien

USSR-F-1 Astarte and Yeldia   :
The' Anzhu 11 Transgression, New
Siberia. Island, plus 20-40 m.

Geel  .   Age ;  Ill  ' 3a   (Approx.    22-45,000
yrs. B. P:)

USSR-F-2 Ast:6 rte

The Kafg.ihian Transgression N. Enisey
District, 69050'.N. Lat., plus 22-30 m.
Geol. Age: 11'3 Krg (Approx. 22-45,000

yrs. Bo PJ)

USSR-F-3 Astarte
The Kaiantsevian Transgression,. N.
Enisey District, Kazant, 7OIN. Lat.,
p l u s   60.80  m.

Geel:)lge: Alll Kz (70-100,000 yrs.

USSR-F-4 Amiantib*
The Kazbntsevian Transgression,.R. Agapa,
N. Enisey District,.700.N. Lat.,
plus 60-80 m

                                       Gee ;.)Age:     lili   Kz    (70-100,000   yrs.

USSR-F-5 Entedesma*, Macema*, and Yoldia
The Sanchugeviap Transgression, R.. Bol .
Kheta, N.:Enisey District, 690-N. Lat.,
plus 100-150 m.
Geol. Age: 114 s (110,000-150,000.yrs.
B. P.) '

USSR-F-6 Nuculana
The Sanchugevian Transgrdssion,
River'Enisey 650 N. Lat.
Geel. Age:.114 s equals Eniseyian

horizon (1'14 e) (140-180,000 yrs. B. P.)

"The-  46neri·c   name'--of   tbe-shel--1 is, questioned because   of   the   poo r

pre'se' rvat-ion   whtch   makes-the ·iddnti f F at·i·on   difficult.
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4. Mississippian limestone·standard received from R. B. Martin --

Mississippi Lime Company, St, Genevieve, Missauri (Mississippian Lime-

stone standard # 1)

The limestene is representative of the oolitic portion of the

Spergen fermatien ef the Mi.ssissippian age. The supplier furni'shed the

fellewing analytical ·data:

CaCOJ.    ..    .    .    . . . .    ..    '   :.   99.00%

Mg£03.·, . . . 1. . 0 0 1.  0.46%

$102.......    . . . . . . .  :   : . . ' .   :.-0.31%
... 0.-. 09%

F6203      :    :  ..    '    .    .    .    .    .    ...      0:04%

Others . . . : . . . . . . . . . ·0.10%   -

The  sample was placed  in a farge  0olyethylene  bag and agitated manually

for abeut ten m.inute's'.  Portions of the sample were then remeved and .

sent to a number of laboratories for uranium analysis.  The results which

were re po rte.d. a r.e tabulated beleW:

Method Analyst  ' Report (ppm U)

Fluerimetric · ·Alice Cadmme e r                    1.1  1.2.
U.S.G.S.

Fluorimetric Edward J. Fennelly , 0.8
U.S.G.S.

Fluerimetric William M. Sackett 1.02 (to.05)

Washimgten Universi,ty

Flourimetri-c Ma ry   M. . H. Che,ng 0.99    (to.04)

Washingten Univers.ity

Colerimetric· Mitsunobu Tatsumoto 1.09 (10.05)
Scripps Institutioh of
Oceanegraphy

Isotope James Cobb 1.04    (to.06)

Dilution Lamont Geological
Qb se rva te ry

Neutron William M. Sack'ett 1.07    (10·05)

Attivation  ' Washih0ten Uhivarsity

Alpha Mary M. -H.-Cheng      '                      1.06 (20.08)
Spectrometry Wasnington University



Table 18

Uranium, Thorium and Radium Content of Mississippian Limestone Standard #1

AU238 ATh 230
A 226 ATh232

A 228 ATh227 ATh230
A 226 Au234   Analyst

Ra                           Th                                         Ra

(d/m/g) (d/m/g) (d/m/g) (d/m/g) (d/m/g) (d/m/g) A 238 A 238 AU238   (Date)UU

0.75 0.72 0.035* 0.03 0.96 Sackett

GO.04) (+0.07) (<.003) (10.01) 80.10) (1958)

0.79 0.76 0.035* 0.06 0.01 1.04 1.01*** 1.01 Blanchard

(20.08) (20.04) (+0.003) (+0.02) (iO·03)  0.10) (+0.08) (iO·02) (1963
19655

:
0.78 0.76 0.035* 0.04 0.04 1.03 1.01*** 0.99 Blanchard     i

(10.08) GO.04) (1:0·003) (+0.02) (io.04) (to.10) (to.08) (1:0·02) (2963,
1965)

0.76 0.78 1.03 'Broecker

(00.03) (20.04) (1'0.07) (1963)

0.73 0.76 0.030** 0.032 1.04 1.02 Cheng

(20.04) .(to.05) (10.006) (+0.006) (to.09) (20.05) (1966)

1.01 Thurber

(0-0.01) (1962)

* Th232 determined by neutron activation - by H. A. Potratz.

* Th235 determined by alpha spectrometry - by M. H. Cheng.

:  Calculated by using Blanchard's  rad i·um value and Sackett's uranium value.

-3
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